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1.0 Introduction 

The Grade Crossing Toolkit is one component of the Rail Strategy Study (RSS) of the Alameda County 
Transportation Commission (Alameda CTC). The RSS is an outgrowth of recommendations included in the 
Countywide Goods Movement Plan and the Countywide Transit Plan, both of which identified significant 
growth potential for rail in the County. The Toolkit is a companion document to the Grade Crossing 
Prioritization Report that summarizes crossing data for all public, mainline crossings in Alameda County and 
identifies key issues related to safety, delay, noise, and emissions.  

The Grade Crossing Toolkit provides information and tools to identify candidate crossing improvements 
across a range of options. The Toolkit describes rail crossing treatments, such as grade separations, 
closures, consolidation, passive treatments, active devices, quiet zones, and specialized treatments for 
pedestrian/bicycle issues. The Toolkit then outlines the process by which cities can initiate grade crossing 
projects with state agencies such as Caltrans and California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) as well as 
coordination required with the host railroad, which in Alameda County is typically the Union Pacific Railroad 
(UPRR)1. Finally, the Toolkit provides a framework for scoping projects using data collected through the RSS 
and applies the Toolkit to two of the highest priority corridors in Alameda County. Please note, this Toolkit 
can guide the approach and advancement of project preparation and its movement into later refined design. 
Ultimately, official coordination work is required for implementation of treatments at crossings. 

The Toolkit is organized as follows: 

• Section 2.0 provides background on which agencies are involved with crossing projects and which 
resources are available for more in-depth consideration of treatments.

• Section 3.0 provides summary descriptions of grade crossing treatments ranging from low-cost safety 
treatments to complex grade separations.

• Section 4.0 describes the process for implementing quiet zones along rail corridors, which allow trains to 
pass through communities without blowing their horns.

• Section 5.0 describes engineering, education, and enforcement treatments to address safety issues 
related to trespassing on rail property.

• Section 6.0 describes the process for implementing grade crossing improvement treatments. It includes 
a discussion of how to conduct project scoping and includes example applications. It also describes 
funding programs for crossing treatments. 

1.1 Where is a Specific Treatment Discussed in the Toolkit? 

The treatments described in this Toolkit are targeted to address safety, delay, and noise issues. Table 1.1 
presents a summarized list of the treatment categories in the Toolkit, the issues that each treatment category 
is intended to address, and the section of the Toolkit that describes the treatment category. Table 1.2 
presents a full list of specific treatments in the Toolkit, the issue that each detailed treatment is intended to 

1 UPRR owns the majority of the rail infrastructure in Alameda County including all mainline segments that operate with 
regular rail service. Alameda County owns short segments of rail right of away with limited rail service.  
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address, and the subsection of the Toolkit where the treatment is described. General order of magnitude 
estimates of cost for these treatments are included in Section 3.6 of the Toolkit. 

Table 1.1 Summary of Rail Crossing Treatments and Issues Addressed 

Category of Treatments 

Issues Addressed 
Toolkit 
Section Safety Delay Emissions Noise 

Grade Separations     3.1.1 

Closure and Consolidation     3.1.2 

Pedestrian/Bicycle Improvements  3.2

Reconfiguration  3.3

Passive—Signing and Striping  3.4

Active—Gates and Signals  3.5

Quiet Zones  4

Trespass Treatments  5

Table 1.2 List of Toolkit Treatments and Toolkit Section 

Category of 
Treatments Specific Treatment General Issue Addressed 

Toolkit 
Section 

Grade 
Separations 

Roadway Overpass High level of collisions, delay, and emissions at rail crossing. 3.1.1 

Roadway Underpass High level of collisions, delay, and emissions at rail crossing. 3.1.1 

Elevated Rail High level of collisions, delay, and emissions at rail crossing. 3.1.1 

Trenched Rail High level of collisions, delay, and emissions at rail crossing. 3.1.1 

Closure and 
Consolidation 

Closure and 
Consolidation 

Collisions, delay, and emissions at rail crossing or at nearby 
rail crossing. 

3.1.2 

Ped/Bike 
Improvements 

Automatic gates Gates to alert vehicles do not extend to sidewalks, so may 
not be adequately alerting pedestrians and bicyclists. 

3.2.1 

Pedestrian 
Channelization 

Pedestrians crossing the rail tracks away from the 
designated crossing. 

3.2.1 

Manual swing gates Gates to alert vehicles do not extend to sidewalks, so may 
not be adequately alerting pedestrians and bicyclists.  

3.2.1 

Barriers or “Z” Crossings Pedestrians and bicyclists unable to see a train is coming 
due to the crossing angle of a parallel trail. 

3.2.1 

Curve widening for 
parallel trails 

Bicyclists unable to see a train is coming due to the crossing 
angle of a parallel trail.  

3.2.2 

Reconfiguration Horizontal Alignment Skewed crossing; poor visibility of cars, trucks, pedestrians, 
and bicycles approaching crossing. 

3.3.1 

Roadway Profile Physical hump at crossing impeding smooth passage across 
tracks; reduced sightline at crossing.  

3.3.2 

Passive 
Treatments 

Signage (advance 
warning sign, signs 
at the crossing) 

Lack of notification to cars, trucks, pedestrians, and bicyclists 
about approaching crossing. 

3.4.1– 
3.4.3 
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Category of 
Treatments Specific Treatment General Issue Addressed 

Toolkit 
Section 

Pavement Markings Lack of notification to cars, trucks, pedestrians, and bicyclists 
about approaching crossing. 

3.4.4 

Dynamic Envelope 
Marking 

Cars stop on tracks or cross tracks when gates are down. 3.4.5 

Edge Line Delineation Cars turn into track area due to driver confusion. 3.4.6 

Restrictions on Use of 
Pavement Arrows 

Cars mistakenly turn into track area when approaching 
downstream intersection. 

3.4.7 

Flexible Traffic 
Separators 

Cars drive across roadway centerline to evade crossing gates. 3.5.3 

Raised Medians Cars drive across roadway centerline to evade crossing gates. 3.5.3 

Active Devices Flashing Light 
Warning Device 

Warning of approaching train. 3.5.1 

Crossing gates Barrier to prevent vehicle from entering rail crossing while 
train is approaching or in the crossing. 

3.5.2 

Gates with medians or 
channelization device 

Cars drive across roadway centerline to evade crossing gates. 3.5.2– 
3.5.3 

Full Closure  
(“Four Quadrant”)  
Gate Systems 

Autos and trucks drive around entry gate while train is 
approaching. 

3.5.4 

Interconnection  
and Preemption 

Autos and trucks stop on tracks while waiting for traffic signal 
queue to clear. 

3.5.5 

Pre-Signals Queueing on crossing with short clear storage distance. 3.5.6 

Queue Cutters Queueing on crossing with clear storage distance larger than 
what can be cleared by preemption or pre-signals. 

3.5.7 

Hybrid Pre-Signal/ 
Queue Cutter 

Queueing on crossing where the storage distance is too short 
to allow use of queue cutter by itself. 

3.5.7 

Quiet Zone Supplemental Safety 
Measures 

Train horn exposure at crossings. 4.2 

Wayside Horn Train horn exposure at crossings. 4.2 

Manual Locked Gate Train horn exposure at crossings. 4.2 

Trespassing 
Engineering Treatments 

Pedestrians crossing the rail tracks away from the 
designated crossing and occupying railroad right of way. 

5.1 

Education 
Pedestrians crossing the rail tracks away from the 
designated crossing and occupying railroad right of way. 

5.2 

Enforcement 
Pedestrians crossing the rail tracks away from the 
designated crossing and occupying railroad right of way. 

5.3 
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2.0 Rail Crossing Resources 

This section describes the agencies that are involved with rail projects and resources that are available for 
staff to further reference beyond the information included in this Toolkit.  

2.1 Agency Roles and Responsibilities 

Grade crossings and rail projects involve coordination among several agencies, public and private, and 
approval from the owners and regulators of the rail infrastructure and right-of-way. The primary entities 
involved with rail projects in Alameda County include the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), the California 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), City and County 
agencies, passenger rail operators, and the California State Transportation Administration (CalSTA). Each of 
these agencies or companies has either ownership or regulation responsibilities over different aspects of a 
rail crossing.  

UPRR is a private freight railroad that owns the majority of rail infrastructure in Alameda County. As owners 
and operators of the infrastructure, UPRR makes design and operations decisions related to at-grade rail 
crossing treatments, and devices or improvements that are within the railroad right-of-way. They also operate 
freight rail along several routes associated with the Port of Oakland and industrial customers in Alameda 
County.  

At the State level, the CPUC regulates rail safety and allocates funding for rail infrastructure. In this capacity, 
CPUC staff ensures that rail crossings are safely designed, constructed, and maintained. The CPUC Rail 
Crossings and Engineering Branch (RCEB) engineers also investigate train-related incidents that occur at 
rail crossings along with complaints regarding rail crossings safety or conditions. Given their role in 
regulation, CPUC must approve any new installations or modifications of the traffic control system at grade 
crossings before any changes can be made. This process is described in CPUC General Orders 75 and 88, 
as amended. CPUC also allocates Federal funding for grade crossings and separations as described in 
Section 6.4 of this Toolkit.  

The roadway component of a rail crossing is owned and operated by either Caltrans (for State-owned roads), 
local city, or county jurisdictions. Local agencies tend to be the lead agency in managing the process for 
funding, designing, and constructing modifications at rail crossings. Caltrans develops standards for design, 
construction, and operations that pivot off of national standards and must be adhered to throughout the 
process. Caltrans is a department within CalSTA, and in conjunction with CPUC, it administers the primary 
grant programs that are utilized to fund rail crossing modifications. More details on funding programs are 
described in Section 6.4.  

Implementation of a grade crossing project typically involves coordination with CPUC and UPRR, as well as 
approval from both entities. UPRR is also responsible for the installation of any equipment within their right-
of-way, including communication and signaling infrastructure for the gates.  

2.2 Design Requirements and Guidance Documents 

Most of this Toolkit references design requirements and best practice handbooks that are either national or 
state-specific resources. This section describes these documents.  
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The national Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) describes the signs, signals, markings, 
and other devices used to regulate, warn, or guide traffic placed on, over, or adjacent to a street, highway, 
pedestrian facility, or bikeway by authority of a public agency having jurisdiction. Therefore, this document is 
a primary resource for developing improvements to rail crossings. This document includes “standards” which 
are defined as a statement of required, mandatory, or specific prohibitive practice regarding a traffic control 
device. The MUTCD also includes “guidance” which is a statement of recommended, but not mandatory, 
practice in typical situations, with deviations allowed if engineering judgment or engineering study indicates 
the deviation to be appropriate. The most recent version of the manual was completed in 2009 and made 
available online at the Federal Highway Administration website2. The national MUTCD revised in 2012 
combined the sections for conventional rail-grade crossings and light rail transit (or trolley) grade crossings 
into a single section. The national manual was also recently updated to include new provisions for pedestrian 
treatments at rail crossings. 

The California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (CA MUTCD 2014) Revision 3 is the manual which 
provides uniform standards and specifications for all official traffic control devices in California, including 
designs of treatments that can be considered at grade crossings. Part 8 of the CAMUTCD fully describes 
traffic control for railroad and light rail transit grade crossings, and Chapter 2C of the CAMUTCD describes 
object markers. This document is maintained by Caltrans with advice from the California Traffic Control 
Devices Committee (CTCDC), and it incorporates nearly all the provisions from the FHWA MUTCD 2009 
along with minor differences which were adopted to respond to State-specific concerns and issues. The 3rd 
revision of the CA MUTCD was released in March of 2018 and is available on the Caltrans website.3 

The Traffic Control Devices Handbook (TCDHB 2013) is published by the Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE). The Handbook was recently updated to be consistent with the provisions of the national 
manual (MUTCD 2009). This Handbook provides implementation guidance and numerous examples of field 
application that complies with the requirements stated in the MUTCD. It is available for purchase on the ITE 
website. 

Another useful reference source is the Grade Crossing Handbook (FHWA 2007), which is published by 
FHWA with advice from the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA).4 The current version dates to 2007, 
which precedes other references mentioned. Despite the older version, the handbook provides an in-depth 
description of the issues and engineering solutions at grade crossings. An updated version of the Handbook 
is scheduled to be released before the end of 2018. 

 

                                                                  

2 https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/kno_2009r1r2.htm. 

3 Caltrans. California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2014 edition, Revision 3. 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/trafficops/camutcd/docs/2014r3/CAMUTCD2014-Part0_rev3.pdf. 

4 FHWA. Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook - Revised Second Edition 2007. 
https://www.fra.dot.gov/Elib/Details/L02829 
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3.0 Rail Crossing Treatments 

This section describes a range of treatments that can be applied at individual rail crossing locations. The 
treatments are grouped into the following categories:  

 Grade separations, closure, and consolidation. 

 Pedestrian and bicycle treatments. 

 Reconfiguration. 

 Standard treatments and devices. 

 Alternative treatments and devices. 

The first treatment category would eliminate the grade crossing whereas the remaining categories would 
improve conditions at the crossing if it cannot be eliminated. This section concludes with a discussion of 
estimated order of magnitude costs and land use considerations for rail crossing treatments. 

3.1 Grade Separations, Closures, and Consolidation 

Grade separations, closures, and consolidations are all treatments that result in the elimination of one or 
more rail crossings. The elimination of rail crossings is an effective method to address safety, delay, and 
vehicle emissions issues. It can also increase options for reducing train noise along a rail corridor. 

3.1.1 Grade Separations 

A highway-rail grade separation is the alignment of an intersecting highway and rail track at different heights 
such that road users and trains pass each other at different grades. The benefits of grade separation include 
zero possibility of train-vehicle collisions, reduced traffic congestion, and the removal of the requirement to 
sound a horn as a train approaches the crossing. The CPUC has a policy to consider grade separation as a 
potential treatment and requires a justification if a separation is not practicable.5 Other than closing the grade 
crossing altogether, the CPUC Section 190 Grade Separation Program recognizes the complete separation 
of the railroad tracks as the optimal safety improvement.6  

Grade separations can be designed using one of four primary configuration alternatives: 1) roadway 
overpass, 2) roadway underpass, 3) elevated rail, and 4) trenched rail. For planning purposes, a 5 percent 
grade is usually acceptable for roadways compared to 0.5 percent grade for a rail line. Therefore, grade 
separations that involve elevating or trenching the rail line result in impact zones (the length of the 
infrastructure which will be impacted by a project) that are much longer than what would be needed when 

                                                                  

5  Rules of Practice and Procedure California Code of Regulations Title 20, Division 1, Chapter 1, Rule 3.7 and Rule 3.8, 
April 2018. http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M209/K618/209618807.PDF. 

6 California Public Utilities Commission Rail Crossings and Engineering Branch. “Section 190 Grade Separation 
Program.” August 2017. 
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/uploadedFiles/CPUC_Public_Website/Content/Safety/Rail/Rail_Crossings/190GradeSepOvervi
ew-v201708.pdf  
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adjusting the roadway profile. This impact zone can range from 5,000 to 6,200 feet for separations that 
adjust the railway profile and just 700 to 1,000 feet for separations that adjust the roadway. For a railway that 
crosses beneath a roadway bridge, trains require a minimum vertical clearance of 22 feet, but railroads often 
have individual requirements that are between 23 and 23.5 feet.7 For a roadway that crosses beneath a 
railway bridge, trucks require a minimum vertical clearance of 16 feet. Vertical clearance is the distance 
between the top of the highest part the road or rail and the bottom of the lowest obstruction of the overhead 
structure. Given the minimum vertical clearance requirements, and the depth of structure and deck, the 
actual vertical alignment differential required between the roadway profile elevation and the railway profile 
elevation can range from 26 feet to 33 feet. Table 3.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of 
each of the four designs along with estimating each of the potential design impact zones based on typical 
conditions. 

Table 3.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Alternative Grade Separation 
Designs 

Type of Grade 
Separation 

Potential 
Impact 
Zone Advantages Disadvantages 

Roadway 
overpass 

700 feet  Little impact on train movement 
during construction. 

 Wider impact on land uses near the 
crossing.  

 Not as bike/ped friendly due to 
grades. Visual impacts likely. 

Roadway 
underpass 

1,000 feet  Minimal visual impact.  

 Reduced train impact during 
construction. 

 Significantly reduced access on 
adjacent properties.  

 Not as bike/ped friendly due to 
grades. 

Elevated rail 5,000 feet  Reduced impact on access to 
adjacent properties.  

 More accommodating for bicycles 
and pedestrian. 

 Significant visual impact.  

 Longer temporary track needed 
during construction. 

Trenched rail 6,200 feet  Minimal visual impact. More 
bike/ped friendly.  

 Reduced impact on access to 
adjacent properties. 

 Longer temporary tracks during 
construction.  

 High cost.  

 Infeasible in some areas due to 
waterways. 

 

There are several considerations associated with separating an at-grade crossing that must be balanced with 
the benefits. Locations of driveways close to the at-grade crossing are a key consideration. These driveways 
may need to be closed and/or land may need to be acquired to implement a grade separation. Additionally, 
the footprint required for construction of the separation is often significantly greater than the existing at-grade 
roadway. A larger right-of-way acquisition may be required for accommodating the separation along with 
ancillary features such as frontage roads, connector roads, or ramps.  

Due to the significant modification to the roadway, there is a need to be thoughtful in regards to community 
connectivity and urban design in developing grade separations. Typically, grade separations require 

                                                                  

7  AREMA. Manual for Railway Engineering. Vol 4, Chapter 28, 2017.  
UP Railroad, BNSF Railway. “Guidelines for Railroad Grade Separations Projects.” January 5, 2016. 
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community outreach, as well as a comprehensive evaluation of alternatives and an environmental clearance. 
Additionally, roadway enhancement features such as fully separated pedestrian and bicycle facilities should 
be considered in the design of a grade separation to improve access and circulation for non-motorized 
transportation. 

Construction of a grade separation may take several years to complete due to the structures involved and 
level of ROW acquisition required. For these reasons, there are substantial costs associated with even a 
modest grade separation. Development of an urban grade separation involving roadway relocations can 
result in costs of $50 to $250 million or more, exclusive of right-of-way acquisition costs. 

In summary, grade separations are the preferred option, when many of the following conditions are met: 

 Significant safety and delay issues can be eliminated by separating the crossing. Consideration must be 
given to historical and potential future safety and delay issues from changes in train, road, pedestrian, 
and bicycle traffic. 

 Consolidation of nearby at-grade crossings is feasible increasing safety upstream and/or downstream of 
the grade separation. 

 Community continuity issues are addressable. 

 Significant right-of-way is available or can be reasonably purchased to allow for new infrastructure and 
roadway treatments.  

Additionally, grade separations remove the need for a train to sound its horn, so they can be recommended 
as part of a larger Quiet Zone. More information on Quiet Zones is included in Section 4.0.   

3.1.2 Closure and Consolidation 

Eliminating a rail crossing can also be done through closure and consolidation. Closures result in traffic 
rerouting, so they are often done in conjunction with a significant nearby crossing improvement, such as a 
grade separation where the rerouted vehicular traffic may be able to take advantage of a safer crossing with 
reduced delay. As part of grade separation feasibility studies, analysis should include understanding the 
impact of closing nearby crossings and channeling that traffic to the new grade separation. By consolidating 
a series of consecutive crossings into a grade-separated crossing, it is also possible to create a long stretch 
of track that does not require the use of a train horn. 

Another circumstance that warrants consideration of rail crossing closure includes isolated low-volume 
crossings where alternative routes would not result in substantial impact to access and circulation. The 
elimination of a rail crossing reduces needs for operation, maintenance, and performance monitoring needs. 
Closely spaced low-volume crossings indicate that rail crossing consolidation is a potential improvement to 
consider. 

To pursue crossing closures, a traffic assessment of the potential impacts should be prepared and 
community input should be solicited. Section 2C.66 of the MUTCD identifies end-of-road treatments 
applicable where complete reconfiguration of the road into a cul-de-sac or rerouting is not feasible. To 
indicate a permanent road closure, object markers would typically be installed. The object markers for end of 
roadway treatments and an actual implementation are shown in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1 Object Markers for End of Roadway 

 

 

Source: (Top) California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation 
Agency and California Department of Transportation, 2017. (Bottom) Image Capture: Aug 2012. ©2018 
Google 

While the above object markers are used for permanent closures, temporary closures of at-grade crossings 
use treatments such as a variable message signs or physical blockades of the roadway. Figure 3.2 shows 
physical barriers that demark the temporary closure of an at-grade crossing.  
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Figure 3.2 Physical Barriers Marking Temporary Road Closure at Rail Crossing 

 

Source: http://www.northescambia.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/hwy4crossing11.jpg. 

Based on MUTCD requirements, a temporary road closure must include the following features: 

 The closure system must completely block highway traffic on all approach lanes to the crossing. 

 The closure system must completely block adjacent pedestrian crossings. 

 Public highway-rail grade crossings located within Quiet Zones that are enforced during partial days shall 
be closed from 10 p.m. until 7 a.m. every day. 

 Barricades and signs used for closure of the roadway shall conform to the standards contained in the 
MUTCD. 

 The system must be tamper and vandal resistant to the same extent as other traffic control devices. 

 The closure system shall be equipped with a monitoring device that contains an indicator visible to the 
train crew prior to entering the crossing. The indicator shall illuminate whenever the closure device is 
deployed. 

After all of these requirements are met and the closure system is installed, daily activation and deactivation 
of the system is the responsibility of the public authority responsible for maintenance of the street or highway 
crossing the railroad tracks. The public authority may provide for third-party activation and deactivation; 
however, the public authority shall remain fully responsible for compliance with the requirements of this part. 
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3.2 Pedestrian and Bicycle Treatments 

For most crossings in urban areas, elimination through grade separation or closure is not feasible. This 
section describes at-grade treatments that could increase pedestrian and bicyclist safety while crossing the 
railroad tracks. 

3.2.1 Pedestrian Treatments 

Pedestrian facilities on at-grade crossings should be brought up to current standards as required by the 
CAMUTCD 2014/MUTCD 2009. Evaluation of pedestrian facilities should consider: 

 As much as possible given site conditions, provide clear sight lines by removing obstructions and 
landscaping. 

 Provide an ADA-compliant pathway through the crossing area, including use of detectable warning strips 
placed outside of the dynamic envelope. 

 Provide pedestrian refuge zones between the track area and adjacent roadway lanes. 

 Assure that active warning devices are visible along all directions of approach and that audible device(s) 
can be heard on all approaches. 

 Where crossings are skewed, it may be possible to route pedestrian traffic to a separate “pathway 
crossing” (as described in the CAMUTCD) which can be provided with dedicated pedestrian active 
devices. 

 The most recent version of the CAMUTCD/MUTCD provides standards and guidance for reduced-size 
pedestrian devices which can be mounted lower and proximate to the crossing where pedestrian vision 
is usually directed. 

 As much as possible, channelize pedestrian traffic to the designated route through use of fencing and/or 
barriers; however, track fence should be reduced to 3’-6” within 100 feet of the crossing to avoid creating 
a sight line barrier. 

The standard pedestrian device for use at active crossings consists of a mast-mounted flashing light device 
with audible warning. The 7-foot minimum height for mounting of the “LOOK” sign (which is based upon 
similar requirements for roadway signs mounted on a sidewalk) results in placement of the flashing-light unit 
significantly higher than the typical pedestrian sight line, which tends to be focused downwards (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3 Standard Warning Device for Pedestrian Rail Crossing 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 

Section 8D of the latest edition of the CAMUTCD allows pedestrian signs and signals to be reduced in size 
and mounted lower than comparable vehicular devices (making them more appropriately scaled for 
pedestrian use). These signs and warning devices can be as low as 4 feet (or 1 foot if installed between 
tracks), and flashing-light devices can be reduced to 4 inches in diameter (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4 Lowered Warning Device for Pedestrian Rail Crossing 
Near Baseline Road in Portland, OR 

 

Source: Office of Safety: RRS. (2008) Compilation of Pedestrian Devices in Use at Grade Crossings. Washington, 
D.C. Federal Railway Administration.   

MUTCD 2009/CAMUTCD 2014 has also considerably expanded the available treatments beyond the typical 
flashing-light assembly as follows: 

 Pedestrian Automatic Gates—These are shorter gates sized for use across the pedestrian walkway, 
along a sidewalk, or at an isolated pathway or a pathway separated from the roadway. 

 Swing Gates—Swing gates are manually operated gates which require the pedestrian to pull the gate 
open to enter the track area, thus requiring that the crossing user consider the risks of using the crossing 
before entry into the track area. 

 Barriers or “Z” Crossings—Barriers can be placed forcing pedestrians to change direction so that they 
face oncoming trains prior to entry to the track area (Figure 3.5). These are most effective at double-
track crossings where trains operate directionally. 
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 Off-Quadrant CPUC Standard 8 Flashing Light Assemblies—This treatment can be used in cases 
where the gated and channelized design is not practical. Instead, additional pedestrian warning can be 
provided by Standard 8 flashing light signals in the quadrants which do not have vehicular automatic 
railroad crossing warning devices. (These quadrants are typically referred to as “off-quadrants”). 
Detectable warning and/or pavement markings may be added along the sidewalk to indicate to 
pedestrians a safe location to wait for passing trains. 

Figure 3.5 Barrier or “Z” Pedestrian Rail Crossing 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 

An example set of treatments in use on the Peninsula along the Caltrain line is the combination of a 
pedestrian automatic gate with an adjacent swing gate so that pedestrians can leave the crossing zone after 
the activation of pedestrian gates (Figure 3.6). Although this treatment is a standard for Caltrain, it is not in 
general use by UPRR. Key considerations for use of pedestrian treatments include: 

 Channelization—For pedestrian treatments to be effective, pedestrian traffic needs to be routed to the 
designated controlled crossing; fencing or other types of channelization are usually used for this 
purpose.8 This can be combined with stones or other degraded walking surfaces used in areas where 
pedestrian traffic is discouraged. 

                                                                  

8  Southern California Regional Rail Authority (SCRRA) crossing standards call for extension of right-of-way fending a 
minimum of 50 feet away from the pedestrian crossing. 
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 Device Selection—Various guidance (including the UDOT Pedestrian Grade Crossing Manual) provides 
a decision tree approach to selection of pedestrian treatments.9 

 ADA Provisions—Updates or reconfiguration of pedestrian crossings must consider requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), which specifies the minimum requirements for providing a curb 
ramp.10 A detectable warning strip may be provided. Where a pedestrian crossing gate is used in 
conjunction with a detectable warning strip and curb ramp, the curb needs to be moved back to 
accommodate all features; or the pedestrian route may need to be modified to accommodate all design 
features. 

Figure 3.6 Pedestrian Automatic Gate with Adjacent Swing Gate in Long Beach, 
California 

 

Source: https://thesource.metro.net/2016/11/03/metro-unveils-blue-line-pedestrian-and-vehicle-safety-improvements/. 

3.2.2 Bicycle Treatments 

Bicycle crossing treatment needs are similar to pedestrian crossings, but do have some unique needs. Like 
pedestrian crossings, bicycle crossings may be incorporated into the roadway crossing or provided off-street 
as a bicycle path crossing. Bicyclists benefit from low running grades, minimal cross slopes, and smooth 
crossing surfaces, which are all easier to navigate. Bicycle crossings also need clear sight lines, and warning 
devices. In contrast, while pedestrian crossings may tolerate skewed crossings, or even use them 

                                                                  

9  UDOT Pedestrian Grade Crossing Manual, https://www.udot.utah.gov/main/uconowner.gf?n=12635319754536158. 
10 Refer to “Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG).” 
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purposefully such as in barrier or Z-crossings, it is important for bicycle crossings to be as close to 90-
degrees as possible.  

Skew angle crossings are undesirable for bicycles. The skew is difficult for cyclists to navigate due to the 
slipperiness of the rails and the presence of the open area adjacent to the head of the rail that is needed to 
permit the train wheel flanges to pass along the track. Additionally, the more the railroad crossing deviates 
from a right angle, the greater the potential for a cyclist’s front wheel to be trapped in the tracks, causing the 
loss of steering control and a crash.11 If right-of-way is available and heavy bicycle use is anticipated, a right-
angle crossing provides the best solution (Figure 3.7). In areas where a right-angle crossing is not possible, 
a special treatment can be considered if crossing angles are less than 45 degrees. This special treatment 
involves providing a special path for bicyclists to cross the tracks at a right angle by providing pavement that 
widens at the crossing. Additionally, pavement markings can be provided to direct bicyclists to the preferred 
path of travel.12  Rails-with-Trails: Lessons Learned (U.S. DOT 2002) provides other design solutions to 
address bicycles and trails.13  

Another important consideration is the elevation of bicycle path crossings. Differences in elevation between 
the top of the rails and the roadway pose safety issues for bicyclists, which can cause the bicyclist to stop 
suddenly, force the wheel into the flange way, lose steering control, or crash. Crossing surface materials that 
are longer lasting, and require less maintenance, such as rubber or concrete, help to keep a smooth crossing 
that will maintain elevation with the top of the rails.14 

                                                                  

11 Colorado DOT. Roadway Design Guide, Revision 2, October 2015. 

12 Colorado DOT. Roadway Design Guide, Revision 2, October 2015. 
13 U.S. DOT. “Rails-with-Trails: Lessons Learned,” 2002. https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/

RailsWithTrails.pdf. 

14 AASHTO. Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, 1999. 
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Figure 3.7 Crossing Alignment Adjustment for Bicycle Crossing 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 

3.3 Reconfiguration 

Many towns were built around established rail infrastructure, which means that roadways and railway tracks 
may meet at sharp angles either horizontally or vertically. If the grade crossing will remain at-grade, it can be 
reconfigured to reduce these angles and improve sight lines. Reconfiguration of a rail crossing is the 
redesign of the alignment between the road and track without making changes to signs, markings, or signals.  

3.3.1 Horizontal Alignment 

The alignment is the route of the road, defined as a series of horizontal tangents and curves. Crossings that 
have an issue with horizontal alignment include locations where the road is highly skewed, or where streets 
intersect at or near the crossing. An example of a skewed angle highway-rail crossing is shown in Figure 3.8. 
Skewed crossings are difficult for bicyclists to cross and have greater crossing distances resulting in longer 
exposure time for pedestrians and bicyclists within the track area. Skewed crossings also have poor visibility 
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for approaching road users, which results in longer down times for crossing gate arms. Additionally, these 
crossings require angled gate arms which complicate traffic control design.  

Some possible treatments for skewed crossings include realignment of the roadway, realignment of the rail 
track, or some combination of both treatment. If right-of-way is available or can be acquired, reducing or 
eliminating the skew at the crossing is a potential treatment. Even where it is not practical to improve the 
roadway alignment, it may be possible to “square off” the bicycle/pedestrian pathway (and provide dedicated 
warning devices) making the intersection as close to perpendicular as possible resulting in a safer and more 
easily navigated crossing. An example of this solution also is shown in Figure 3.8. 

Figure 3.8 Example of Skewed Angle at Rail Crossing and Pedestrian Path 
Reconfiguration 

  

Source: National Academy of Sciences, Guidebook on Pedestrian Crossings of Public Transit Rail Services, 2015. 
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3.3.2 Roadway Profile 

The roadway profile is the vertical aspect of the road, including crest and sag curves, and the straight grade 
lines connecting them. It is common to see “humped” crossings where the rail tracks are substantially higher 
than the roadway approaches as shown in Figure 3.9. Historically, rail maintenance activities have included 
reballasting where additional material is added to improve the seat of the rail ties. This results in the track 
being elevated over time. If the roadway is simply raised to match the track elevation, a “hump” develops 
over time, resulting in a condition which can trap long wheelbase/low clearance vehicles like trucks.15  

A diagram for the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) policy on 
geometric design shows the requirement for roadway profile at a grade crossing (Figure 3.10). This 
requirement is stringent (only allowing for a 3-inch drop in 30 feet from the near rail) and many existing 
crossings do not meet this criterion. A recent study by the University of Florida identified that less 
conservative profile designs could be navigated by a wide range of trucks (Figure 3.11).  

In the event the roadway profile is inadequate, installation of a “humped crossing” sign is available as an 
interim treatment. In the long term, reconstruction of the roadway approaches to match the track grade is the 
only way to address this issue. Later, in Section 3.4.2 California-Specific Signs, Figure 3.14 provides an 
example of a humped crossing sign called W10-5. 

Figure 3.9 Example of “Humped” Rail Crossing 

 

Source: https://www.mystatesman.com/rf/image_medium/Pub/p8/MyStatesman/2017/03/19/Images/
newsEngin.18103334_asz-rr-crossings-2.jpg/. 

                                                                  

15 Recent re-ballasting practices raise the ties and “re-tamp” existing ballast in place, and are less disruptive to the rail 
elevation. 
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Figure 3.10 AASHTO Design Criteria for Roadway Profile at a Rail Crossing 

 

Source: American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials. A Policy on Geometric Design of 
Highways and Streets (4th Ed, 2001). 

Figure 3.11 Acceptable Profile Design Navigable by Trucks 

 

Source: John O. Sobanjo, Public Transportation, Rail Office, Florida Department of Transportation, Design Guidelines 
for Highway Railroad Grade Crossing Profiles in Florida (2006). 

3.4 Signing and Striping at Grade Crossings 

Signing and striping at grade crossings are examples of passive treatments. Passive traffic control devices 
identify and direct attention to the location of a highway-rail grade crossing. These devices advise roadway 
users and pedestrians to take appropriate action. In Alameda County, passive treatments are used in 
conjunction with active treatments, which include automatic gates and signals.  
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3.4.1 Crossbuck Sign and Assembly 

The fundamental sign required at conventional rail grade crossings is the “Crossbuck” sign (Figure 3.12). 
Crossbuck signs are typically installed as part of an assembly, which is a collection of traffic control devices 
on a single quadrant of a crossing. Section 8B.04 of the CAMUTCD provides guidance on crossbuck 
assemblies that should be used at passive grade crossings. 

Figure 3.12 Crossbuck Sign & Assembly 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017.  

3.4.2 California-Specific Signs 

The CAMUTCD includes four signs specific to grade crossings in California that are not shown in the 
MUCTD (Figure 3.13): 

 A yellow background on the “Number of Tracks” sign (CA W48). 

 Two yellow warning signs depicting side views of a trolley/LRT (W82 and W82-1). 
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 A California-specific version of the “Exempt” sign (W46A) for crossings which are exempted from the 
“mandatory stop” requirement (such as school buses and public transport buses) consistent with 
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) General Order 145 (GO-145). 

A crossing review can be used to determine whether all required signing and striping complies with the 
current CAMUTCD/MUTCD. Frequently, there are issues with stop bar placements, as well as the placement 
of warning signs and the RXR pavement markings. Signs should be in good condition and retroreflective and 
worn pavement markings should be updated. 

Figure 3.13 Signs Only Used in California 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 

3.4.3 Recent Additions to Manual Traffic Control Devices 

Figure 3.14 shows recent additions to the manuals including two signs intended to mitigate issues with 
trucks: 1) the low-ground clearance warning sign and 2) the “educational plaque” (for use in conjunction with 
the sign) as shown in Figure 3.14. Additionally, storage space warning signs should be used to advise truck 
drivers of locations where they may be blocking the tracks if stopped ahead of a downstream intersection. 
These signs are considered important because a disproportionate number of collisions between trains and 
large trucks occur. Another recent addition is the “NO TRAIN HORN” sign for use at crossings within Quiet 
Zones. 

Figure 3.14 Grade Crossing Signs Recently Added to Traffic Manuals 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 
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3.4.4 Pavement Markings 

The CA MUTCD includes a diagram like the MUTCD for standard markings at a railroad grade crossing 
(Figure 3.15). These markings apply to both crossings with passive treatments and crossings with active 
treatments. Standard markings include placement of a 24-inch wide STOP BAR ahead of the crossing along 
with the “RXR” pavement marking in each approaching lane, use of white “edge lines” which can be carried 
through the crossing, and optional “dynamic envelope” markings parallel to the rail to indicate the zone within 
with rail equipment will operate through the crossing. In conjunction with these markings, the warning sign 
(W10-1) should be placed within the reach of the RXR pavement marking, along with the “number of tracks” 
sign where more than one track is present. There is an option to provide an advance sign for the STOP or 
YIELD used in the crossbuck assembly at the crossing. 

Figure 3.15 Standard Markings at Rail Crossing 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 

3.4.5 Dynamic Envelope Marking 

The dynamic envelope is the region within which trains may occupy a grade crossing (considering the size of 
equipment and sway). These markings make it clear to road users where they are blocking the track 
(Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17). Such markings first gained acceptance within the light rail industry, where LRT 
trains and street cars may operate on-street, and it was determined that some road users would mistakenly 
assume that the hazard zone is only within the rails (because different paving material may be used between 
the rails). Similarly, road users may not realize that rail equipment can overhang beyond the immediate zone 
where the “crossing blocks” are placed. Dynamic envelope marking is recognized within the manuals as an 
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“option” available where desirable, unless a four-quadrant gate system is used which has unique marking 
requirements (see Section 3.5.4 for more information on four quadrant gate systems). It can be particularly 
effective where curved tracks cross a roadway because road users may have difficulty determining the 
location of the crossing zone.  

Figure 3.16 Dynamic Envelope Marking at Rail Crossing 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 
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Figure 3.17 Photo of Dynamic Envelope Marking 

 

Source: Effect of Dynamic Envelope Markings on Vehicle Driver Behavior at a Highway-Rail Grade Crossing, Federal 
Railroad Administration, 2014. 

3.4.6 Edge Line Delineation 

Edge line delineation indicates to road users where the limit of the “traveled-way” exists. At grade crossings, 
edge line treatments are increasingly important for drivers who rely upon GPS-based navigational tools as 
collisions have occurred in which nighttime drivers have inadvertently turned onto the railway tracks in 
response to a verbal prompt to make a turn onto a cross street. For this reason, where edge lines are 
present on a roadway they should be carried through the crossing. 

In rural locations, especially where there is no curb and especially if the roadway approach is curved, edge 
lines can be enhanced with retroreflective white tubular delineators to enhance the visibility of a crossing at 
night. Edge line delineators may also be used to discourage trucks from tracking out of the roadway at tight 
turns. The Traffic Control Devices Handbook (Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2013) provides 
numerous examples of the application of edge line delineators. Figure 3.18 shows an example of edge line 
delineation at a rail crossing using delineators on the sides of the roadway that do not obstruct the path of 
the train. 
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Figure 3.18 Example of Edge Line Delineation for Metro North in Bedford Hills, NY 

 

 

Source: Image capture: Sep 2017 ©2018 Google 

Related to edge line delineation, turning pavement arrows placed before a driver enters a grade crossing can 
confuse drivers who may mistake the railway for the roadway they intend to turn on, inadvertently turning onto 
the tracks. This problem can be exacerbated at night, when visibility is reduced and the edge of the pavement is 
not clearly demarked. The National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (NCUTCD) has approved a 
provision which would require pavement arrows to be placed on the downstream side of grade crossings so 
drivers will see the turning arrow after they have safely passed through the rail crossing. 

3.5 Railroad Crossing Gates and Signals 

Railroad crossing gates and signals are active warning devices. An active warning device system informs 
motorists and pedestrians of the approach or presence of trains, locomotives, or railroad cars on or near 
highway-rail grade crossings. Active devices should be placed as required by the CAMUTCD and there 
should be supplemental flashing light devices where frontage roads and additional approaches (or curved 
approaches) are present. The current standard is to provide one flashing light unit for each roadway 
approach lane; this may require installation of a cantilever unit to provide coverage. 
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3.5.1 Flashing Light Warning Device 

The flashing light warning device consists of alternately flashing red lights used in conjunction with a 
crossbuck mast-mounted on a roadway shoulder or a median, or suspended over the roadway on an 
overhead cantilever. Flashing light devices are usually used in conjunction with crossing gates to provide 
“positive control” requiring road users to stop and wait until the devices are deactivated. Federal rules require 
activation of the active warning devices a minimum of 20 seconds prior to the arrival of a train. This is 
discussed in more detail under the “preemption” section. 

Current standards require placement of a flashing light device aimed at each lane of the approaching 
roadway that crosses the track. This may be accomplished either by placement of devices both on the 
median and on the shoulder for a two-lane approach. Where three or more lanes are present, an overhead 
cantilever is required; a cantilever may also be used in lieu of a median-mounted device. In addition to 
forward-facing lights, where sidewalks are present “back lights” facing the opposite direction should be 
provided to give an indication to pedestrians who may be approaching from the opposite direction (against 
traffic). Also, where turns into the crossing could be made from frontage roads, additional “side lights” should 
be used so that all approaches to the crossing are covered. (Refer to the TCDHB for examples of how to use 
flashing light devices for various geometric conditions.) 

In conjunction with the flashing light device, an audible device (“crossing bell”) should be used. Typical 
installations include two or more audible devices to assure the warning can be heard from all approaches to 
the crossing. 

3.5.2 Crossing Gates 

The typical active crossing warning system includes gates with flashing light signals and crossbuck along 
with an audible device (“crossing bell”). Most mainline tracks in Alameda County are equipped with active 
warning devices. Active devices are required at “multitrack”—more than one—crossings because there is a 
possibility that a train parked or departing on the near track could block view of a second train on the far 
track. Figure 3.19 presents a diagram of a flashing light warning device with a crossing gate.  

3.5.3 Flexible Traffic Separators 

Where gate activations are frequent at crossings with a two-gate system and where there is a mix of slow 
and fast trains, drivers may attempt to evade lowered crossing gates by driving on the wrong side of the 
road. This can be reduced by installing long medians on either side of the crossing. 

A “Sealed Corridor” grade crossing demonstration project developed by the North Carolina Department of 
Transportation (NCDOT) proved the effectiveness of long medians (e.g., 100 feet or more) at discouraging 
road users from illegally driving on the left side of the road to evade lowered crossing gates.16 The FRA 
subsequently included use of long medians as a “Supplemental Safety Measure” (SSM) which could be used 
to develop a Quiet Zone under the Train Horn Rule (49 CFR 222), which is described in Section 4.0 of this 
Toolkit. Figure 3.20 shows an image of flexible traffic separators that are used to create long medians an 
increase safety. 

                                                                  

16 https://connect.ncdot.gov/resources/Rail-Division-Resources/Documents/
NC%20Sealed%20Corridor%20Program%20Handout.pdf. 
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Previous research has concluded that channelization devices are effective but that they require frequent 
maintenance and do not function well at locations such as intersection approaches where vehicles require 
large turning radii.17 For these reasons, the best use of such devices is at locations where it is not cost 
effective nor practicable to widen a road to accommodate a standard raise median with nontraversable 
curbs. Where NCDOT applied the treatment, flexible curbing was applied over a narrow raised median, 
which may improve durability (Figure 3.21) and compliance. Additionally, there are potential impacts on 
existing driveways along the road where flexible traffic separators are being considered. Flexible traffic 
separators will restrict left turns of vehicles from adjacent driveways. 

                                                                  

17 Applying Safety Treatments to Rail-Highway At-Grade Crossings, Douglas L. Cooper and David B. Ragland. 
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Figure 3.19 Diagram of Flashing Light Warning Device with Crossing Gates 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 
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Figure 3.20 Flexible Traffic Separators 

 

Source: http://www.trafficlaneclosures.com/image-viewer.htm?/images/tuff_curb_xlp_1.jpg 

Figure 3.21 Flexible Traffic Separators on Raised Median 

 

Source: Horton, Suzanne M. “Use of Traffic Channelization Devices at Highway-Rail Grade Crossings.” U.S. DOT 
FRA, 2012. Photo courtesy of NCDOT. 

3.5.4 Full-Closure (“Four-Quadrant”) Gate Systems 

To preclude road users from crossing the centerline and evading lowered entry gates, crossings may be 
equipped with “exit gates” resulting in a “four quadrant” gate system (for a standard crossing with two 
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roadway approaches and two roadway departure legs) providing full closure when the gates are lowered. Of 
the 131,000 railway crossings nationwide, there are 862 four-quadrant gates.18 Figure 3.22 shows a diagram 
of a four-quadrant gate system with entrance gates denoted as an “X” and exit gates denoted as a square. 

To avoid entrapment of vehicles within the crossing zone, four quadrant systems in California are required to 
include an “exit gate management system” consisting of detection loops through the crossing zone which 
raises the respective exit gate in the event a vehicle is within the crossing after the gates have been 
activated. The advantage of the four-quadrant gate system is that as a physical barrier it is very effective at 
preventing vehicles from entering the crossing when a train is approaching or on the track. However, the 
need to maintain the sensor system of this technology is one of the primary disadvantages of the four-quad 
gate system.  

Four quadrant installations are a recognized Supplemental Safety Measure (SSM) under the FRA Quiet 
Zone rules. If a community wishes to install four quadrant gates, the freight railroad owning the line may 
require payment of an annual maintenance fee to reflect the additional maintenance cost of the gates in 
addition to all the signaling upgrades necessary to accommodate the gates. These requirements are 
discussed in more detail in the Quiet Zone section. 

Examples of “typical” four quadrant installations are provided in the American Railway Engineering and 
Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA) Communication and Systems Manual. It should be noted that 
exit gates are not required downstream from a crossing on a one-way street, since all approaches to the 
crossing are controlled. 

Figure 3.22 Diagram of Four-Quadrant Gate System 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 

                                                                  

18 http://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/transportation/fl-reg-train-security-gates-20180214-story.html. 
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3.5.5 Interconnection and Preemption at Adjacent Traffic Signals 

Highway vehicles queued across the tracks is a frequent cause of crossing collisions. Vehicles may queue 
for a variety of reasons, including driveway operations, the presence of a nearby traffic signal (or a second 
set of tracks with gates), or high levels of roadway congestion along the roadway section within which the 
crossing is located. More detailed guidance on preemption can be found in the ITE publication Preemption of 
Traffic Signals Near Railroad Crossings.19 

Where an adjacent or nearby signalized intersection is present, the traffic signal should be “preempted” to 
provide a “track clearance” phase to allow vehicles queued up at a nearby traffic signal to move forward out 
of the track area prior to the arrival of a train. The “rule of thumb” is to provide an interconnection and 
preemption for signals within 200 feet of the crossing. However, current best practices have significantly 
broadened this criterion to include a wide range of conditions which may result in queues from signals 
located further away. Complex multi-phase traffic signals, and especially locations where long pedestrian 
clearance time is required, may warrant provision of “Advance Preemption” in which the traffic signal is given 
a preempt call before the flashing lights, bells, and gates are activated. Where the roadway capacity at the 
crossing is limited, it may be possible to add through or supplemental turn lanes through the crossing area 
and near the crossing.  

Figure 3.23 provides an example design of a rail crossing nearby a signalized intersection. In this figure, 
MTCD is the Minimum Track Clearance Distance. It represents the portion of the crossing where a vehicle or 
person within the MTCD could potentially be struck by a train. An adjacent traffic signal needs to provide a 
clearance phase at the crossing so vehicles can advance out of the MTCD prior to the arrival of a train. CSD 
is the Clear Storage Distance. It represents the available space between the MTCD and the limit line of a 
downstream intersection. This is the area where vehicles may safely stop downstream from the crossing. If 
stopped vehicles are occupying the CSD, there is a potential for vehicles to stop on the tracks.20 

Figure 3.23 Design Example of Rail Crossing Nearby a Signalized Intersection 

 

Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (Revision 2), California State Transportation Agency 
and California Department of Transportation, 2017. 

                                                                  

19 http://library.ite.org/pub/e1dca8bc-2354-d714-51cd-bd0091e7d820 

20 The California Vehicle Code prohibits vehicles from entering a grade crossing if there is not adequate available storage 
space downstream, however, drivers may misjudge their ability to clear through the MTCD. 
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There are two types of preemption in use at grade crossings: 1) simultaneous preemption and 2) advance 
preemption. Simultaneous preemption is a railroad crossing warning system (flashing lights, bells, and gates) 
that is activated when the traffic signal initiates the sequence to terminate movements ahead of the track 
clearance phase. Advanced preemption is a traffic signal that initiates the sequence to terminate conflicting 
movements before the railroad crossing warning system is activated. This preemption allows additional time 
for the traffic signal to activate the track clearance phase. 

Simultaneous preemption can be effective at locations where the timing plan for the adjacent intersection is 
short enough for the track clearance phase to be activated, and vehicles have enough time to clear off the 
crossing prior to the arrival of a train. If the traffic signal needs more time to transfer right-of-way, then 
advance preemption should be considered. The provision of advance preemption will require longer “track 
circuits” or other means of detection provided by the railroad, which may require an updated rail signaling 
system as well as a more robust interconnection circuitry. 

Online spreadsheet tools can be used to develop a preemption timing plan and to determine the amount of 
advance preemption (if any) required (see figure). These tools and additional information on preemption is 
available on the ITE website.21 

3.5.6 Pre-Signals 

A pre-signal is a highway signal that is installed upstream of railroad warning devices and designed to stop 
traffic before it crosses the railroad. The purpose of installing highway traffic signals in this manner at a 
crossing is to prevent vehicles from queuing across the grade crossing and stopping on the tracks in the 
minimum track clearance distance. Pre-signals are typically needed at locations where traffic signals are 
located very nearby and just downstream of a rail crossing. Figure 3.24 shows the pre-signal system at the 
Fruitvale Avenue crossing in Oakland, CA. In the figure, a red car is stopped on its approach to the railroad 
track as the downstream signal is red. 

Pre-signals are operated in conjunction with the downstream intersection signals. The pre-signal indications 
will terminate the through phase towards the track area prior to the termination of the through phase at the 
downstream intersection. This sequence allows vehicles which have passed the pre-signal to exit from the 
crossing area and potentially the downstream intersection as well. A “green extension” is provided at the 
downstream intersection signal. In this regard, pre-signals do not mimic the downstream indications.  

Considerable guidance on the use of pre-signals is provided in the MUTCD, which also provides some 
guidance on design features which should be considered. Key considerations include that pre-signals are 
most effective for shorter rather than longer CSDs because of the longer clearance time associated with 
larger CSDs. Additionally, it is recommended to meet the 40-foot minimum distance between pre-signal 
heads and signal stop line ahead of the tracks. Pre-signals heads may be placed upstream or downstream 
from the tracks. 

                                                                  

21 http://www.ite.org/councils/traffic/gradecrossing/preemption.asp. 
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Figure 3.24 Pre-Signal System at Fruitvale Avenue Crossing in Oakland, CA 

 

Source: Cambridge Systematics, 2018 

3.5.7 Queue Cutters 

In the event of very long queues, a pre-signal may not be a practical method for clearing the tracks. An 
alternative treatment to consider is the use of a queue cutter signal. A queue cutter signal is placed upstream 
of the rail crossing and can be activated by an induction loop downstream of the rail crossing. This induction 
loop determines the presence of a delay on the downstream side of the crossing and when a delay occurs, it 
triggers the queue cutter signal to “red” and stops vehicles prior to their arrival at the rail crossing. The 
primary difference between a queue cutter and a pre-signal is this activation method. 

Key considerations for use of a queue cutter include that the total storage space available must be adequate 
to accommodate both a detection zone, as well as storage for vehicles which may continue to enter the 
crossing area during the signal change interval. A queue cutter should be preempted in conjunction with 
activation of the railroad warning devices to avoid driver confusion, as such, the queue cutter signal will 
initiate the YELLOW–RED sequence concurrent with activation of the flashing lights.  

In addition to pre-signals and queue cutters, the TCDHB defines a combination hybrid pre-signal/queue 
cutter which would be provided with queue detection but also operated in conjunction with the downstream 
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intersection. This type of treatment could be considered at locations where the CSD is too limited for a 
classic queue cutter treatment. The TCDHB provides a table of recommended distances to consider for 
implementation of pre-signals, queue cutters, and hybrid pre-signal/queue cutters. 

3.5.8 Approach Train Warning Detection System 

Despite gates and signals, there are still instances when vehicles find themselves on the rail crossing when 
the gates are down and a train is approaching. If a car is on the crossing later than the exit gate time allows, 
technology associated with Positive Train Control (PTC) can detect when a vehicle is on the railway tracks. 
Rail crossings can be equipped with an in-ground sensor system that is used with four-quadrant gates that 
automatically keep downstream gates open if a vehicle is on the rail track. These sensors can also be used 
to send a signal to an approaching train that a vehicle is stuck on the rail track allowing the vehicle to come 
to a stop prior to arriving at the crossing. The technology to send a warning to an approaching train currently 
is in use on an Amtrak corridor in Connecticut, which transmits the signal through an Automated Civil Speed 
Enforcement System (ACSES) transponder as part of the Positive Train Control (PTC) technology that has 
been used on the corridor since 2000. The limited research on this technology indicates that it has had some 
successes, but that more research is needed.22 As an alternative to in-ground sensors, recent research on 
the usage of radar-detection offers another method to detect vehicles in the crossing, which would similarly 
then send a warning message to an oncoming train. The radar method of detection has the advantage of 
monitoring the entire crossing, and being mounted above and outside the crossing makes them easier to 
replace and less prone to failure from the pressures applied when embedded in the roadway surface and 
crossed over by numerous vehicles. The radar detection technology is being tested for use in railroad at-
grade crossings, and has not yet been adopted as best practice.23 

3.6 Estimated Costs for Rail Crossing Treatments 

Table 3.2 provides an order of magnitude estimate of selected crossing treatments. These costs primarily 
reflect the direct equipment or civil construction cost based on recent experience and professional judgment 
and do not include 1) scope additions that the CPUC or host railroad may identify, 2) contractor mobilization 
and demobilization, 3) civil/drainage/utilities costs associated with a complete treatment, 4) railroad “flagging” 
cost (for protection of workers within the track area), or 5) traffic control during construction. These costs also 
do not include planning-level or construction-level contingencies. 

To establish a realistic project cost, it is necessary to confirm the full-project scope with the railroad and 
CPUC, and the project engineering should be advanced to the Preliminary Engineering stage to provide a 
basis for establishment of a reliable full-project cost estimate, including contingency costs. 

Table 3.2 Estimated Capital Costs of Rail Crossing Treatments 

Treatment Capital Cost  Range 

Four-quadrant gates (including Exit Gate Management System) $1,500,000–$3,000,000 

Two-quadrant Gates with medians/channelization $420,000 (signals only), $50,000 (median) 

                                                                  

22 Federal Railroad Administration, Evaluation of the School Street Four-Quadrant Gate/In-Cab Signaling Grade Crossing 
System, 2007. 

23 Federal Railroad Administration, A Radar Vehicle Detection System for Four Quadrant Gate Warning Systems and 
Blocked Crossing Detection, December 2012.  
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Treatment Capital Cost  Range 

One-way street with gate(s) $350,000 

Permanent closure $50,000–$70,000 

Grade Separation $50 million–$250 million 

Pre-signals $75,000–$125,000 

Pre-emption $50,000 (assumes interconnect only) 

Queue-cutter $75,000–$125,000 

Bicycle/pedestrian treatments $50,000–$200,000 

3.7 Land Use Considerations 

The majority of treatment options are equally applicable to crossings located adjacent to a wide variety of 
land uses. However, in some cases, the effectiveness of crossing treatments is often related to the type of 
land use that occurs adjacent to a crossing. All treatments will need to be carefully considered based on the 
local context, community needs, and priorities. Treatments requiring significant new infrastructure, such as 
grade separations, are generally easier to implement in locations nearby industrial areas. Residential areas 
are generally more affected by impacts to the local road network in terms of access and visual impacts. 
Similarly, road closures and consolidations of crossings will also affect local access and circulation. Typically, 
this effect will be larger if it occurs in a residential or commercial area. Given these issues, a community may 
still choose to move forward with a grade separation or closure if the impacts of rail activity at the crossing, 
especially safety, delay, and noise, are greater than the impacts to local circulation. To understand the trade-
offs, rail crossing solutions should be thoughtfully developed with opportunities for public input. 

Other treatments that have minor circulation impacts such as flexible traffic separators or other median 
barriers have the potential to impact the access to properties immediately adjacent to the location of the 
treatment. These access issues may be perceived negatively in residential areas in terms of both 
undesirable turning movements and aesthetic impacts of median barriers. However, in industrial areas, the 
impacts on truck movements of median barriers must consider specific routes taken by trucks and the 
increased road geometric requirements of larger vehicles. Quiet zones and rail trespass systems are more 
applicable to locations that have relatively higher residential populations, as well as locations with higher 
levels of pedestrian and bicycle activity. Table 3.3 summarizes land use considerations for each category of 
treatment discussed in this section.  

Table 3.3 Summarized Table of Rail Crossing Treatments and Issues Addressed 

Category of Treatments Land Use Considerations 

Grade Separations Typically require significant right-of-way. Challenging in more dense locations, 
and particularly challenging in residential locations. 

Closure and Consolidation Minimal land use requirements. Primary concern is access to and from key 
land uses. 

Reconfiguration Minimal land use requirements. 

Passive—Signing and Striping Minimal land use requirements. 

Active—Gates and Signals Minimal land use requirements. 
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Category of Treatments Land Use Considerations 

Quiet Zones Beneficial to activity occurring at nearby land uses. Residential, retail, and 
recreation land uses will experience significant quality of life benefits. 

Pedestrian/Bicycle Improvements Minimal land use requirements can occur, particularly to address horizontal 
alignment issues. 
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4.0 Quiet Zones 

As discussed in Section 3.0, the development of a quiet zone is one of the primary means of mitigating noise 
issues for communities located close to an active rail line. This section provides an overview of the 
background, guidance, and process for establishing quiet zones. 

4.1 Train Horns 

In accordance with a statutory mandate, FRA issued regulations which took effect in 2005 that require 
locomotive horns be sounded in advance of all public highway-rail crossings, and provide local communities 
the option of silencing them by establishing quiet zones. Under the Federal regulation, locomotive engineers 
must sound train horns for a minimum of 15 seconds, and a maximum of 20 seconds, in advance of all public 
grade crossings, except: 

 If a train is traveling faster than 45 mph, engineers do not have to sound the horn until it is within one-
quarter mile of the crossing, even if the advance warning is less than 15 seconds. 

 If a train stops in close proximity to a crossing, the horn does not have to be sounded when the train 
begins to move again. 

 A “good faith” exception at locations where engineers cannot precisely estimate their arrival at a 
crossing. 

Wherever feasible, train horns must be sounded in a standardized pattern of two long, one short, and one long; 
and the horn must continue to sound until the lead locomotive or train car occupies the grade crossing. The 
minimum volume level for locomotive horns is 96 decibels and the maximum volume level is 110 decibels. 

4.2 Guidance for Establishing a Quiet Zone 

As established in 2005 under the FRA Final Rule conveyed in 49 CFR 222, the highway authority may 
establish a Quiet Zone where train horns are not ordinarily sounded by eliminating the crossing through 
separation or closure, or by providing enhanced safety treatments or other measures to offset the increased 
risk of operations without the use of train-mounted horns. A Quiet Zone is a section of rail at least one-half 
mile in length that contains one or more consecutive public highway-rail grade crossings at which locomotive 
horns are not routinely sounded. It should be noted that train-mounted horns may still be sounded in the 
event the train operator needs to provide an audible warning in response to a potentially hazardous condition 
at the crossing, including observation of risky behavior at or near the crossing. 

There is a significant amount of guidance on establishment of a Quiet Zone available on the FRA website.24 
“Engineered” treatments to provide enhanced safety under the Final Rule primarily consist of Supplemental 
Safety Measures (SSM) which are engineering improvements that when installed at highway-rail grade 
crossings within a quiet zone, would reduce the risk of a collision at the crossing. SSMs are installed to 
reduce the risk level either to the level that would have existed if the train horn were sounded (compensating 
for the lack of the train horn) or to a level below the Nationwide Significant Risk Threshold (NSRT).  

                                                                  

24 https://www.fra.dot.gov/Page/P0889. 
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Approved SSMs include: 

 Four-quadrant gates. 

 Gates with medians or channelization devices, also known as flexible traffic separators. 

 One-way streets equipped with gates that fully block the street. 

 Temporary closure (i.e., nighttime closure). 

 Permanent closure. 

Other key definitions in the FRA rule include: 

 Quiet Zone Risk Index (QZRI)—A measure of the safety risk of a series of crossings to be included in a 
quiet zone application. 

 Risk Index With Horns (RIWH)—A measure of risk to the motoring public when locomotive horns are 
routinely sounded at every public highway-rail grade crossing within a quiet zone. 

 Nationwide Significant Risk Threshold (NSRT)—The average Risk Index of all public, gated highway-
rail grade crossings in the Nation at which train horns are routinely sounded. 

There are three ways to qualify for a Quiet Zone using engineered treatments: 

1. Install an SSM at every public crossing within the Quiet Zone. 

2. Implement SSMs at one or more crossings within the Quiet Zone so that the QZRI < RWH. 

3. Implement SSMs at one or more crossings within the Quiet Zone so that the QZRI < NSRT. 

If an “all-SSM” approach is used (option 1), then the zone is automatically qualified regardless of which 
SSMs have been selected, and the highway authority needs to send an affirmation of the presence of the 
Quiet Zone treatments and an updated grade crossing inventory form to the FRA every 4.5 to 5 years. If 
option 2 or 3 is elected, then the Quiet Zone must be reaffirmed every 2.5 to 3 years. If option 3 is elected, 
the Quiet Zone may be at risk in the event the FRA lowers the value for the NSRT. The FRA re-evaluates the 
NSRT on a yearly basis. 

Two other devices could potentially be used in conjunction with or as an alternative to SSMs such as a 
wayside horn or a managed locked gate. A wayside horn is a stationary horn mounted at a railroad crossing. 
The horn sounds as a train approaches the crossing based on a signal from the track circuit warning system. 
It is designed to mimic a locomotive horn in terms of warning cars, pedestrians, and bicyclists of an 
approaching train. However, wayside horns are designed to focus the sound of the horn within the area 
immediately adjacent to the crossing as opposed to train horns that can typically be heard for one-quarter to 
one-half of a mile along the rail corridor. A managed locked gate looks similar to a standard crossing gate. Its 
function is different in that it sends a signal to the locomotive that the gate is down and no horn needs to be 
sounded at this location. Typically, managed locked gates remain down throughout the day and are only 
raised by the property owner on rare occasions. For this reason, most managed locked gate systems are 
located on private property and where traffic volumes are minimal. 
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A wayside horn and a managed lock gate system would be considered an alternative safety measures 
(ASM). It is permissible to use an ASM in place of an SSM with the approval of the FRA. The lead agency 
must submit an application for this permission to be granted. The FRA considers a wayside horn to be a 
“one-for-one” replacement for the sounding of a train-mounted horn at a grade crossing. A wayside horn can 
be included within a Quiet Zone to avoid the need to treat one or more crossings, and may be particularly 
useful at private crossings within a Quiet Zone where the CPUC indicates that active warning should be 
provided but where significant civil roadway reconstruction would be involved to accommodate conventional 
warning devices. 

Implementing Quiet Zones involves both capital and administrative costs. Additionally, there are ongoing 
annual costs to insure and maintain the Quiet Zone. Typically, these are borne by the highway authority, and 
the host railroad does not bear any of these costs.  

4.3 Process for Establishing a Quiet Zone 

The FRA has developed a guidebook that describes the process for establishing a quiet zone.25 The FRA’s 
“Guide to the Quiet Zone Establishment Process” summarizes the process into the following 10 steps: 

1. Determine which crossings will be included in the quiet zone. All public highway‐rail crossings in 
the quiet zone must have, at a minimum, an automatic warning system consisting of flashing 
lights and gates. The warning systems must be equipped with constant warning-time devices 
(except in rare circumstances) and power out indicators. The length of the quiet zone must be at 
least one‐half mile in length. The highway authority having jurisdiction over the roadway at the 
crossing is the applicant to the FRA for a quiet zone. To determine which treatment is provided at each 
crossing, the highway authority should participate in a diagnostic review of the crossing with 
representatives from the involved railroad(s) and the CPUC. 

2. Identify any private highway‐rail grade crossings within the proposed quiet zone. If they allow 
access to the public or provide access to active industrial or commercial sites, a diagnostic 
review must be conducted and the crossing(s) treated in accordance with the recommendations 
of the diagnostic team. While it is not required by the regulations, FRA recommends that every 
crossing within a proposed quiet zone be reviewed for safety concerns. 

3. Identify any pedestrian crossings within the proposed quiet zone and conduct a diagnostic 
review of those crossings as well. They also must be treated in accordance with the diagnostic 
team’s recommendations. As part of the diagnostic review of a crossing, the CPUC will want to 
consider bringing all features of the crossing up to current standards, including the pedestrian facilities.  

4. Update the U.S. DOT Crossing Inventory Form to reflect current physical and operating 
conditions at each public, private, and pedestrian crossing located within a proposed quiet zone. 
The form can be found online on the FRA website.26 

5. Provide a Notice of Intent (NOI) to all of the railroads that operate over crossings in the proposed 
quiet zone, the State agency responsible for highway safety and the State agency responsible for 

                                                                  

25 Federal Highway Administration Highway-Rail Crossing and Trespasser Programs Division, Guide to the Quiet Zone 
Establishment Process: An Information Guide, 2013. 

26 https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/OfficeOfSafety/Documents/U.%20S.%20DOT%20Crossing%20Inventory%20Form.pdf. 
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crossing safety. The NOI must list all of the crossings in the proposed quiet zone and give a brief 
explanation of the tentative plans for implementing improvements within the quiet zone. 
Additional required elements of the NOI include a statement of the time period within which restrictions 
would be imposed on the routine sounding of the locomotive horn (i.e., 24 hours or from 10 p.m. until 7 
a.m.), a brief explanation of the public authority’s tentative plans for implementing improvements within 
the proposed quiet zone, a point of contact for the highway authority, and a list of all parties that will 
receive the notice. The railroads and State agencies have 60 days in which to provide comments to the 
public authority on the proposed plan. Note that a quiet zone does not require State approval. However, 
CPUC is required to receive and evaluate all NOIs, establishment or continuation of quiet zones, and 
provide written comments. The evaluation requires research and verification of data submitted under the 
Train Horn Rule, as well as a field diagnostic review of the crossings. This diagnostic review is 
conducted as part of the first step of this process. 

6. If Alternative Safety Measures are going to be used to reduce risk, an application to FRA must be 
made. The application must include all of the elements provided in 49 CFR 222.39(b)(1) and 
copies of the application must be sent to the entities listed in 49 CFR 222.39(b)(3). They will have 
60 days to provide comments to FRA on the application. FRA will provide a written decision on 
the application typically within three to four months after it is received. ASMs are potential 
substitutes for SSMs and can include any number of engineering treatments such as wayside horns and 
managed lock gates, as discussed previously. The approval of the ASM is typically contingent on the 
perceived safety risk of the quiet zone as described in the seventh step.  

7. Perform the FRA safety risk calculation to confirm that the expected safety of the quiet zone meets the 
standards.27 The form to fill out is available online and it will determine how the quiet zone will be 
established using one of the following criteria: 

a. Every public highway-rail crossing in the proposed quiet zone is equipped with one or more 
SSMs. 

b. The Quiet Zone Risk Index (QZRI) of the proposed quiet zone is less than or equal to the 
Nationwide Significant Risk Threshold (NSRT) without installing SSMs or ASMs. 

c. The QZRI of the proposed quiet zone is less than or equal to the NSRT after the installation of 
SSMs or ASMs. 

d. The QZRI of the proposed quiet zone is less than or equal to the Risk Index with Horns 
(RIWH) after the installation of SSMs or ASMs. 

8. Complete the installation of SSMs and ASMs and any other required improvements determined 
by the diagnostic team at all public, private, and pedestrian crossings within the proposed quiet 
zone. Before the Quiet Zone can be certified, the treatments must be in place. This will require approval 
of the proposed improvements by CPUC (under General Order 88-B) and securing an agreement for 

                                                                  

27 The FRA Quiet Zone Calculator Help Page, https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/quiet/quietzonehelp.htm. Though the help 
page does not require an account to view, if encountering issue with viewing the help page, try using an alternative 
browser. 

New users must register with a free account in order to use the FRA Quiet Zone Calculator, 
https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/quiet/login.aspx. 
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construction and maintenance with the operating railroad.28 The railroad may wish to include an 
indemnification clause in the agreement. 

9. Ensure that the required signage at each public, private, and pedestrian crossing is installed in 
accordance with 49 CFR Sections 222.25, 222.27, and 222.35, and the standards outlined in the 
MUTCD/CAMUTCD. These signs may need to be covered until the quiet zone is in effect.  

10. Establish the quiet zone by providing a Notice of Quiet Zone Establishment to all railroads 
operating over the crossings within the quiet zone, the State agency responsible for highway and road 
safety (Caltrans), and the State agency responsible for grade crossing safety (CPUC) as listed in 49 
CFR 222.43(a)(3). This notice must include a list of each public, private, and pedestrian grade crossing 
within the quiet zone, a Notice affirming that the State agency responsible for grade crossing safety and 
all affected railroads were provided an opportunity to participate in the diagnostic team review, a list of 
the recommendations made by the diagnostic team, the time period within which restrictions on the 
routine sounding of the locomotive horn will be imposed, an updated Grade Crossing Inventory Form for 
each crossing within the quiet zone, an affirmation that the Notice of Intent was sent, the name and title 
of the person responsible for monitoring compliance with the requirements,; and a statement signed by 
the chief executive officer of each public authority participating in the establishment of the quiet zone 
certifying that the information submitted by the public authority is accurate and complete to the best of 
his/her knowledge and belief and includes all of the required contents in the notice as listed in 49 CFR 
222.43(d). The quiet zone can take effect no earlier than 21 days after the date on which the 
Notice of Quiet Zone Establishment is mailed. 

In summary, there are several forms that must be completed in the process of developing a quiet zone, 
including: 

 List of Crossings within Quiet Zone. 

 Basis for Continuation or a Pre-Rule Quiet Zone.29  

 FRA Quiet Zone Calculator Pages. 

 Certificate of Service. 

 Grade Crossing Inventory Form. 

 Grade Crossing Inventory Form Reflecting Improvements. 

 Point of Contact Information. 

 Chief Executive Officer Statement. 

Samples of these forms can be found at https://www.fra.dot.gov/Elib/Details/L03055. 

                                                                  

28 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/published/General_order/33542.htm. 

29 Pre-Rule Quiet Zones are crossings that were under a whistle ban before the quiet zone rule became law. Pre-rule 
quiet zones have fewer requirements for conversion to quiet zones, but still need proper supplement safety measures. 
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5.0 Treatments to Address Rail Trespass Issues 

Trespassing on private railroad property is defined as entering the railroad right-of-way at locations in 
between designated highway and pedestrian rail crossings. According to Operation Lifesaver Inc.30, in 2017, 
there were 575 trespass fatalities along rail tracks nationwide, an increase of 22 percent from 2016. This is 
more than twice the number of fatalities that occurred at at-grade crossings.31 Trespassing is especially 
prevalent where various conditions exist: 

 There is a generator of pedestrian traffic on one side of the rail alignment and an attractor on the 
opposite side, but the current path via a designated crossing is much longer than a shortcut across the 
tracks. This condition is associated with trespassers traveling across the tracks at one or more locations.  

 The rail corridor provides a convenient path through a neighborhood for a variety of reasons, including 
locations with rails diagonal to the street grid or topographic constraints such that the rail corridor 
provides a shorter path. This condition is associated with trespassers traveling along the tracks.  

 Prevalence of illegal dumping of vehicles and trash in industrial areas as well as occupancy by homeless 
people can lead to trespassing along the tracks.  

Trespassing is a community issue and is best addressed with a community-based effort. Safety treatments to 
address trespassing include engineering, education, and enforcement. A combination of all three safety 
treatments is typically required to address trespassing in a community adequately. Implementation of 
trespass counter measures also involves active engagement from the host railroad, passenger rail operators, 
local law enforcement, public works departments, schools, school districts, social services agencies, and 
other relevant city or county departments.  

5.1 Engineering Treatments 

Engineering treatments can be grouped into either passive or active treatments. Passive treatments include 
signs, fencing/landscape/channelization, pedestrian gate skirts, and pedestrian over/underpasses. Active 
treatments include second train approaching signals, automated pedestrian crossings, and motion sensing 
technology. 

Rail trespass signs can take on a number of forms. The majority of these signs are posted by the private 
railroads on their property. Because they are posted on private property, the signs are not regulated by 
MUTCD or local regulations. Figure 5.1 shows a few examples of rail trespass signs for the UPRR and CSX 
railroad. Some trespass collisions occur when pedestrians encroach on railroad right-of-way with two tracks 
and attempt to cross after one train has passed without realizing that a second train is approaching from the 
opposite direction. The sound and position of the first train blocks the pedestrian from seeing or hearing the 
approach of the second train. A second train warning sign designed to warn pedestrians of two track 
locations is shown in Figure 5.2. 

                                                                  

30 Operation Lifesaver, Inc. (OLI) is rail safety education non-profit organization that works closely with Federal Highway 
Administration, the Federal Railroad Administration and, in California, Caltrans’ Division of Rail. OLI is dedicated to 
reducing collisions, fatalities, and injuries at highway-rail crossings and trespassing on or near railroad tracks through 
education. More information on OLI is found in Section 5.2.1 of this report.  

31 https://oli.org/news/view/operation-lifesaver-inc.-concerned-by-rise-in-2017-crossing-collisions-tres. 
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Rail fencing and channelization is another option to deter rail trespasses. The location of fences should be 
targeted to locations where pedestrians are known to trespass or are believed to be likely to trespass on to 
rail right-of-way. The fencing should be part of an entire channelization system that directs pedestrians to 
legal pedestrian rail crossings. Additionally, there should be monitoring of the fencing to ensure that it is not 
damaged by people attempting to create new trespass pathways. At some locations, fences that can be 
easily climbed may be desired so trespassers can exit the railroad right-of-way as a train approaches. 
Figure 5.3 shows a pedestrian fence near the Burlingame Caltrain Station. Figure 5.4 shows manual swing 
gates that have been installed along with fencing for an additional safety element at a pedestrian crossing in 
Portland, Oregon.  

Pedestrian overpasses and underpasses are treatments that have the potential to eliminate rail trespass 
collisions at specific locations. The challenge is to design them so that they become an easier path to take 
relative to the at-grade option. This can be accomplished through fencing and channelization treatments. 
Additionally, pedestrian overpasses and underpasses must be designed to allow for bicycles and wheelchairs 
to be able to use them. Figure 5.5 shows a pedestrian overpass over train tracks in Portland, OR. 

Figure 5.1 Examples of Rail Trespass Signs 

  

Source: Alameda CTC, 2018.  
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Figure 5.2 Example of Second Train Warning Sign 

 

Source: Flickr - Donald Lee Pardue (2010), Creative Commons license: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ .  

Figure 5.3 Pedestrian Fencing near Burlingame Caltrain Station 

 

Source: http://www.strongwell.com/news/strongrail-protects-pedestrians-from-high-voltage-train-tracks/ 
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Figure 5.4 Manual Swing Gates at Pedestrian Rail Crossing on Orange Line in 
Portland, OR 

  

Source: TriMet News. http://news.trimet.org/2015/12/final-installation-of-safety-enhancements-at-max-crossings-
underway/ 
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Figure 5.5 Lafayette Pedestrian Rail Overpass in Portland, Oregon 

 

Source: Merryman Barnes Architects Inc., www.merrymanbarnesarchitects.com/infrastructure 

Active treatments should also be considered to mitigate the occurrence of rail trespasses. There are second 
train approaching signals that can be used in place of or in conjunction with second train approach signs. 
The signal activates when a train is located within the crossing’s approach circuits and a second train 
approaches the crossing. This type of signal currently is not in the MUTCD, so any jurisdictions wishing to 
use it must request permission from FRA. 

Another active treatment includes automated pedestrian crossings that can be developed at trespass 
locations such that a gate is locked or a gate arm is down as a train approaches, but that the gate arm 
remains unlocked or up during other times. This application should be coupled with adequate pathways to 
the pedestrian crossing and signage so nearby pedestrians can see that there is a pedestrian crossing that 
can be used to safely cross the tracks. This treatment may also be combined with fencing to guide 
pedestrians to a safe crossing.  
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Technology that detects when people are within the rail right-of-way, referred to as motion sensing 
technology, is a relatively new technology that utilizes a stand-alone, video-based trespass monitoring and 
deterrent system for railroad infrastructure applications. The system must be located out of the railroad’s 
right-of-way and not interfere with any track-related electronics or circuitry. The system includes a motion 
detector to identify the presence of an object on or near the railroad track and a video camera to allow for 
remote visual observation of any activity by a security monitoring company. These items are complemented 
by an infrared detector to allow for nighttime sensing and visualizing of track activity. Additionally, a 
magnetometer is used to detect the presence of trains and reduce false positive indications of trespassing. 
When the system identifies a trespasser, they are warned through a loud speaker that they are trespassing 
on private property and that they must leave the area. Figure 5.6 shows the system components for a typical 
motion system technology.  

There are few locations where this technology has been implemented. The FRA conducted an investigation 
of the use of this technology in Pittsford, NY, as described in a revised 2012 research study.32 The research 
confirms that the technology functions as anticipated, but that care needs to be taken to ensure that all 
system components have sufficient operating life. Over a three year period, the results of the Pittsford 
prototype were noted to potentially have saved at least five lives from three separate trespassing incidents. 
The use of the warning issued through the loud speaker was found to be sufficient deterrent to have 
trespassers leave the area and not cross the rail tracks. The biggest drawback was the occurrence of false 
alarms, but it is believed that these can be solved through adaptation of future technology. 

Figure 5.6 System Components for Trespass Detection System 

Source: DaSilva, Marco P. “Railroad Infrastructure Trespassing Detection Systems Research in Pittsford, New York.” 
U.S. DOT FRA, November 2012. 

                                                                  

32 Railroad Infrastructure Trespassing Detection Systems Research in Pittsford, NY, Federal Railroad Administration, 
2012. 
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5.2 Education 

The rail network in Alameda County is located in the heart of many communities and in close proximity to 
many schools and residential areas. Increasing safety near rail is a challenge that, in addition to engineering 
and enforcement efforts, must include education in order to be successful. Education efforts are a key piece 
to address trespassing on railroad right of way and reduce collisions and fatalities.  

5.2.1 Operation Lifesaver 

The only recognized rail safety education organization in the country is the non-profit Operation Lifesaver 
(OLI). With the support and approval of the Federal Highway Administration, the Federal Railroad 
Administration, and Caltrans’ Division of Rail, OLI is dedicated to reducing collisions, fatalities, and injuries at 
highway-rail crossings and trespassing on or near railroad tracks through education. OLI has a nationwide 
network of volunteers, a group of state coordinators who lead efforts in states across the U.S., and a national 
office in Washington, D.C. that supports state programs, develops education materials, and creates public 
awareness campaigns for audiences of all ages. 

OLI provides many educational and marketing resources for communities to raise awareness of rail safety 
issues and spread knowledge of how to safely cross rail tracks. They also can provide technical support to 
organizations interested in addressing rail safety concerns and encourage partnerships in order to tailor their 
curriculum and materials to a local community’s needs. All of their services are offered free of charge to 
interested individuals and/or organizations and can be accessed by contacting their OLI Statewide 
Coordinator33.  

OLI’s educational offerings target all audiences — from children to seniors. Below is a sample list of OLI 
offerings: 

K–12 Education 

 Rail safety curriculum for teachers that includes lesson plans34, resources such as posters35, classroom 
newsletter items36, safety tips, and messages37. The lesson plans are broken up by grade and start with 
Pre-K, K-5, 6th-8th grades, and 9th-12th grades. 

 In-classroom or school assembly training/presentations delivered by authorized OLI volunteers. Training 
and assemblies are tailored by age and broken up similarly to the lesson plans noted above. In-class 
high school training also includes a separate training module for new drivers. Requesting an in-class 
safety presentation can be done on the OLI website38.  

                                                                  

33 https://oli.org/state_coordinators/ 

34 https://oli.org/education-resources/lesson-plans 

35 https://oli.org/education-resources/for-kids/safety-posters 

36 https://oli.org/site/page/254 

37 https://oli.org/site/page/254 

38 https://oli.org/education-resources/request-a-presenter 
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 A 10-minute, hands-on rail safety education activity, which is delivered by authorized OLI volunteers at 
school festivals and events with tabling opportunities. Contact the OLI Statewide Coordinator to invite 
them to participate in a school event. 

 Educational and awareness campaigns that target K-12 audiences. 

 Videos and handouts that target K-12 audiences. 

Adult and Senior Education 

 Safety presentations to local community groups tailored to adults, professional drivers, school bus 
drivers, or seniors. Presentations are delivered by authorized OLI volunteers39.  

 Tabling by authorized OLI volunteers at community events, which includes the 10-minute, hands-on rail 
safety education activity. 

 Outreach, public education, and awareness campaigns for passenger rail and transit agencies. See 
SMART’s rail safety resources for an example40. 

 Videos and handouts. 

OLI can offer technical support to tailor all materials and educational offerings to a local community’s needs 
by coordinating with and receiving prior approval from the OLI Statewide Coordinator. 

5.2.2 Other Resources 

Starting with the 2018-19 school year, the Alameda County Safe Routes to Schools (SR2S) Program will 
partner with OLI to deliver rail safety education to Alameda County schools. In-classroom training will be 
available to all schools located along the Hayward-San Lorenzo corridor. Alameda County SR2S will work 
with OLI to fully integrate the OLI curriculum into the SR2S curriculum with the goal of eventually delivering 
rail safety education to all schools in Alameda County. To find out more about SR2S’s rail safety education 
program contact the SR2S Program Manager41.  

In addition, the 2011 FRA Community Trespass Prevention Guide42 provides a step-by-step approach for 
dealing with trespassing issues in communities. The Guide describes several components to consider as 
part of a broad educational program targeted towards reducing trespass incidents. This document describes 
the CARE (Community, Analysis, Response, Evaluation) process in detail and how it can be used to solve 
existing trespass problems. 

                                                                  

39 https://oli.org/education-resources/request-a-presenter 

40 http://betracksmart.org/resources-2/ 

41 Email: staff@alamedacountysr2s.org 

42 https://www.fra.dot.gov/eLib/Details/L02716 
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Lastly, OLI offers a Grade Crossing Collision Investigation (GCCI) course43 for law enforcement officers, 
which prepares them to participate in specialized highway-rail grade crossing collision investigations while 
staying safe throughout the process. 

5.3 Enforcement 

All trespass incidents are unlawful encroachments of private property and therefore have the potential to be 
cited as violations under the law. Increased enforcement can be targeted to occur during occasions when 
trespass incidents are noted to be higher. Additionally, enforcement officers may be engaged to participate in 
the education process to make clear that trespassing is a legal issue as well as a safety issue. Some of the 
treatments, such as the motion sensor technology, can also include a law enforcement component if the 
security monitoring firm can reach out to local law enforcement officers to inform them of trespassers who 
have not followed the instructions to leave the private railroad property.  

Finally, train operators can become involved in the enforcement process. They can contact local law 
enforcement agencies and transportation agencies when they observe rail trespass violations. 

43 https://oli.org/training/law-enforcement-community) 
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6.0 Process for Implementing Rail Crossing Treatments 

This section describes a preliminary scoping process that can be used as a first step to narrowing the 
potential treatments to consider at a rail crossing. It illustrates this process with example applications in 
Oakland and along the San Lorenzo and Hayward corridor. It concludes with describing the primary funding 
sources used for improving rail crossings and provides an overview of how this funding is distributed. Much 
of the data recommended in this section is the same type of data that would be submitted to CPUC as part of 
a formal field review and diagnostic should a jurisdiction choose to move forward with an improvement 
project.  

6.1 Preliminary Project Scoping at Rail Crossings 

Preliminary scoping occurs well before an official diagnostic is performed with CPUC and the host railroad. 
This Toolkit suggests the following steps to conduct a preliminary scoping: 

 Conduct a desktop analysis to assemble all existing information available for the crossing. As part of this 
study, the Alameda CTC assembled grade crossing data, including ADT, train volumes, safety data, and 
other relevant information that can be used as source material for this step. Jurisdictions can request this 
data but will need to determine if updated data is needed based on knowledge of local conditions.  

 Conduct a field analysis to note vehicle-flow characteristics, confirm the type of rail devices in use at the 
crossing, observe the type of nearby land use and right-of-way issues, and note any pedestrian and/or 
bicycle factors of the crossing. 

 Identify potential additional treatments to consider in the design process. Figure 6.1 shows a decision 
tree that can be used to assist in this process. The first step in the process is to determine if the primary 
issue to be addressed at the crossing is safety, delay, or noise. The first consideration at all crossings 
should be related to improving safety. In all situations, opportunities to enhance safety should be 
considered, regardless of what the primary issue is that led to the crossing being evaluated. For 
crossings with multiple issues, the process can be conducted multiple times to determine alternative 
treatments to consider. The process for addressing noise issues and rail trespassing issues is described 
in greater detail in Sections 4.0 and 5.0, respectively. 
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Figure 6.1 Decision Tree for Identifying Potential Treatments to Consider at a Crossing 
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6.2 Example Application of High Street Crossing 

This section describes a sample application of the Toolkit at the High Street Crossing in Oakland, CA. This 
application includes a desktop and field diagnostic review which is distinct from and precedes the diagnostic 
review described later in this section for the Section 130 program. Data for the High Street crossing that are 
included in this section were collected and assembled as part of the Grade Crossing Prioritization Report, 
which is a component of the Alameda CTC Rail Strategy Study.  

6.2.1 Scoping—Desktop Review 

The desktop diagnostic review includes information on the crossing that can be obtained from previous 
planning efforts. Most notably, as part of the Alameda CTC Rail Strategy Study, a base-year inventory of rail 
crossings was conducted, which includes significant information on the crossing such as ADT, number of 
trains, safety data, and noise information across the rail network in Alameda County. This information is 
similar to what is included in the FRA’s Crossing Database.44 With these two sources, a summary table can 
be completed for the crossing in question that will help inform potential treatment options. Table 6.1 shows a 
sample desktop diagnostic for the High Street rail crossing. The diagnostic review reveals high traffic 
volumes (over 40,000 per day) and safety issues (three fatalities over the last decade).  

Table 6.1 Desktop Diagnostic for High Street Grade Crossing 

Crossing Attribute Value 

ADT 43,173 

Truck ADT 3,454 

Daily Number of Trains 32 

Daily Freight Trains 16 

Maximum Freight Train Speed (mph) 60 

Daily Passenger Trains 16 

Maximum Passenger Train Speed (mph) 63 

Number of Incidents (2007–2016) 4 

Number of Fatalities (2007–2016) 3 

Population within one-quarter mile 460 

Note: The data reflects year 2016 condition unless otherwise noted. 
Source: Rail Strategy Study, Alameda CTC. “Grade Crossing Prioritization Report.”  

6.2.2 Scoping—Field Review 

The purpose of the field diagnostic review is to collect information on the rail crossing using firsthand 
experience. A field diagnostic review can be conducted using a combination of online mapping tools and in-
person observations at the rail crossing. The field diagnostic review is a planning-level assessment of key 
features of the crossing, adjacent crossings, and the surrounding areas. It is followed up later in the process 
by a more detailed engineering assessment. Table 6.2 shows the categories of information for this review. 

44 https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/OfficeofSafety/publicsite/downloaddbf.aspx. 
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Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.5 provide context of where High Street is located relative to nearby facilities and provide 
images of the conditions at the crossing. The field review for High Street was conducted in February 2018.  

Table 6.2 Scoping Field Review for High Street Rail Crossing 

Crossing Characteristics Existing Condition 

Passive Crossing Treatments Flexible traffic separators on the northeast side of the crossing (Figure 6.2). No 
pavement markings, dynamic envelope marking, or edge line delineators. 

Active Crossing Treatments Flashing light warning device with crossing gates. 

Nearby Intersections, 
Interchanges, and Driveways 

There are several nearby intersections, including the High Street interchange at 
Interstate 880 (I-880) (Figure 6.3). Coliseum Way and I-880 are located 
approximately 300 feet southwest of the intersection. There are two intersections 
within 500 feet to the northeast of the crossing, including San Leandro Street, which 
serves as a significant connector for the local community. There also are several 
driveways nearby the crossing. Traffic from nearby traffic signals at High Street and 
Coliseum Way often blocks the crossing (Figure 6.4). This is likely exacerbated during 
typical commute peak travel periods, when congestion on I-880 impacts local roads. 

Land Use—Immediate Area The land use within a few hundred feet of the crossing is primarily industrial, but also 
includes a gas station at the I-880 interchange, a building material company, a 
wholesale furniture store, a lumber store, and administrative/warehouse buildings for 
the Oakland Unified School District. Medium- and Heavy-Duty trucks exiting the 
lumber store use a driveway within 60 feet of the crossing. 

Land Use—Subregion The primary land use in the subregion is industrial. There is minimal residential land 
use near this crossing.  

Nearby Crossings and 
Circulation Issue 

There is a grade-separated crossing one block away at 42nd Avenue (which is 
approximately 400 feet to the east), which is difficult to access from High Street. The 
nearest at-grade crossing to the southeast is at 50th Avenue, approximately one-
quarter mile from High Street. The nearest at-grade crossing to the northwest is at 
37th Avenue approximately one-quarter mile from High Street. High Street is the only 
street within half a mile that provides direct access to I-880. High Street provides one 
of three connections between Oakland and the island of Alameda.  

Geometric Alignment Alignment is perpendicular to the roadway. 

Pedestrian Activity There are sidewalks on both sides of High Street. 

Bicycle Activity There are no bike lanes. 

Available Right-of-Way There is limited available right-of-way along High Street due to several retail and 
commercial establishments, including commercial building supply stores and Oakland 
Unified School District administrative buildings. There also are several driveways in 
close proximity to the crossing. 

Quiet Zone Status There is no quiet zone at this crossing. 

Note: Field review was conducted in February 2018. 
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Figure 6.2 Street-Level Image of High Street Crossing Facing Northeast 

 

Source: Image capture: Sep 2017 ©2017 Google 

Figure 6.3 Map View of High Street Crossing 

 

Source: Rail Strategy Study, Alameda CTC 
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Figure 6.4 Street-Level View of Traffic Blocking High Street Rail Crossing 

Source: Image capture: Aug 2017 ©2017 Google 

Figure 6.5 Aerial View of High Street Rail Crossing 

Source: ©2017 Google 

6.2.3 Preliminary Improvement Treatments to Consider 

Applying Figure 6.1 to the primary issues at High Street yields several potential crossing improvements to 
consider. Based on the desktop diagnostic, the High Street rail crossing has high ADT, medium train 
volumes, and historic safety issues. Based on the field review, the crossing is close to a major interchange of 
I-880 and is in an industrial area. For any crossing, the first consideration should include eliminating the
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crossing through a separation. As described in Section 3.0, there are a few options for a grade separation 
that range in cost and feasibility. The magnitude of impacts at High Street may warrant a separation. 
However, this requires detailed engineering assessments and community engagement to determine if a 
grade separation would be appropriate for this crossing.  

Additional treatments that could be considered include the following: 

 Pavement markings—There appears to be no general pavement markings, dynamic envelope 
markings, or edge line delineations at this location. These pavement markings should be considered to 
provide another indication to drivers that they are in the path of trains at the crossing. 

 Maintenance of flexible traffic separators—The current condition of the flexible traffic separators does 
not prevent vehicles from going around the gate arm. If the roadway is wide enough, a raised median 
should be considered. If the roadway is too narrow, a four quadrant gate system would be warranted. 
Both treatments would prevent drivers from going around a gate when it is down.  

 Active devices—Given the proximity of both a nearby intersection and interchange, a detailed analysis 
of preemption, pre-signals, and queue cutters should be considered at this crossing. 

6.3 Example Application of Niles—San Lorenzo & Hayward Corridor 

Using the same technique as for the High Street rail crossing, this section describes the application for the 
Niles—San Lorenzo & Hayward Corridor in central Alameda County. This corridor spans from Lewelling 
Boulevard in unincorporated Alameda County to Tennyson Road in Hayward. Figure 6.6 shows a map of the 
corridor relative to the Alameda County rail network. Data for the Niles – San Lorenzo & Hayward corridor 
that are included in this section were collected and assembled as part of the Grade Crossing Prioritization 
Report, which is a component of the Alameda CTC Rail Strategy Study.  
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Figure 6.6 Map of Niles-San Lorenzo & Hayward Corridor 

Source: Rail Strategy Study, Alameda CTC 

6.3.1 Planning Level—Desktop Review 

The Niles—San Lorenzo & Hayward Corridor consists of five crossings spread across a nearly 5-mile 
segment of track. The average distance between crossings on the corridor is close to 1.25 miles. There are 
approximately 106,000 vehicles traveling the crossings of the corridor on an average day. Virtually all of the 
trains on the corridor are Capitol Corridor or Amtrak passenger trains. Freight trains use the corridor no more 
than a few times each week. There are just over 38,000 residents living within ¼ mile of the corridor, which 
indicates that noise is an issue as well.  

Table 6.3 presents a sample desktop review for the Niles—San Lorenzo & Hayward Corridor. The review 
indicates that the key issues on this corridor are related to safety both at individual crossings and for 
trespass incidents between crossings. There were 12 trespass collisions on this corridor between 2011 and 
2017, 11 of which resulted in fatalities. The corridor also had four incidents and three fatalities between 2007 
and 2016 at individual crossings. 

Based on this review, the primary issues on this corridor are trespass collisions (safety) and noise. 

6.3.2 Planning Level—Field Review 

Table 6.4 presents a sample planning-level field review for the corridor. This field review was conducted in 
February 2018. Key findings of this review include that there are several at-grade and grade-separated 
crossings along the corridor. This indicates there are opportunities to route cars and trucks to crossings that 
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do not intersect with rail traffic. It also is notable that there is minimal fencing separating the rail corridor from 
the many adjacent neighborhoods. There are several schools located nearby the corridor. Most notably, 
Tennyson High School, San Lorenzo High School, and Cesar Chavez Middle School.  

Table 6.3 Scoping Desktop Review for Niles— 
San Lorenzo & Hayward Rail Corridor 

Crossing Attribute Value 

ADT 106,209 

Truck ADT 17,196 

Daily Number of Trains 14 

Daily Freight Trains 0 

Maximum Freight Train Speed 50 mph 

Daily Passenger Trains 14 

Maximum Passenger Train Speed 63.2 mph 

Number of Trespass Collisions (2011–2016) 12 

Number of Trespass Fatalities (2011–2016) 11 

Number of Incidents (2007–2016) 4 

Number of Fatalities (2007–2016) 3 

Population within one-quarter mile 34,131 

Residential Noise Index 477,830 

Corridor Length (miles) 4.9 

Number of Crossings 5 

Average Space Between Crossings (miles) 1.24 

Note: The data reflects year 2016 condition unless otherwise noted. 
Source: Rail Strategy Study, Alameda CTC. “Grade Crossing Prioritization Report.”  

Table 6.4 Scoping Field Review of Niles— 
San Lorenzo & Hayward Rail Corridor 

Crossing Characteristics Existing Condition 

Location of Crossings and 
Separations on Corridor 

The crossings on this corridor include Industrial Parkway, Tennyson Road, Blossom 
Way, Paseo Grande Avenue, and Lewelling Boulevard. The Lewelling Boulevard and 
Paseo Grande Avenue crossings are within 1000 feet of each other. No other 
crossings are within ¼ mile of each other. There also are several, existing grade 
separations along the corridor. 

Corridor Alignment The alignment of the corridor is straight throughout its extent. 

Key Crossings Lewelling Blvd has experience the highest total collisions. It also carries over 23,000 
ADT and is located adjacent to San Lorenzo High School (Figure 6.7). Industrial 
Parkway has an ADT of nearly 68,000, but no crashes were reported on this crossing 
over the last 10 years. 

Pedestrian Crossings There is a pedestrian crossing on the corridor connecting Tennyson High School to 
the south with Huntwood Avenue (Figure 6.8). The pedestrian crossing has a gate 
arm with flashing lights. Huntwood Avenue, which runs parallel to the rail tracks for 
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Crossing Characteristics Existing Condition 
about a mile, has a Class II bike lane on both sides but does not have a sidewalk on 
the eastern side, which is closest to the tracks. There is minimal fencing between the 
rail corridor and surrounding land uses. 

Nearby Land Use This corridor runs through a predominantly residential corridor with small areas of 
industrial and commercial activity. There are 33 schools within half a mile of the 
corridor and 54 schools within 1 mile of the corridor. The closest schools to the tracks 
include San Lorenzo High School, St. John Catholic School, Colonial Acres 
Elementary School, Winton Middle School, John Muir Elementary School, Tennyson 
High School, Cesar Chavez Middle School, and Bowman Elementary School.  

Quiet Zone Status There is no quiet zone at this crossing. 

Other Key Features Capitol Corridor passenger train runs along this corridor, but do not have any stations 
within the corridor. There were no identified freight customers on this corridor. 

Note: Field review was conducted in February 2018. 

Figure 6.7 Lewelling Boulevard Crossing Adjacent to San Lorenzo High School 

 

Source: Image capture: Apr 2017 ©2017 Google 
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Figure 6.8 Pedestrian Crossing to Tennyson High School in Hayward 

 

Source: Image capture: Apr 2017 ©2017 Google 
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6.3.3 Preliminary Improvement Treatments to Consider 

There are several potential crossing improvements to consider on the Niles—San Lorenzo & Hayward 
corridor. The primary issue along this corridor occurs between crossings rather than at individual crossings. 
Potential treatments to consider include the following:  

 Trespass mitigation efforts—The available FRA trespass data along this corridor do not have
sufficiently accurate location data to identify the specifics of all the trespass incidents in the corridor. A
detailed investigation of the specific locations of trespass on to the rail tracks should be conducted. Once
these locations are identified, mitigation efforts should consider including fencing to prevent trespass on
to railroad right-of-way, establishing additional pedestrian crossings, adding channelization treatments to
guide pedestrians to appropriate crossings, making improvements to warning devices, and utilizing
advanced technologies such as motion sensors. It should be noted that creation of any new crossing,
including a new pedestrian crossing, must be approved by the UPRR and CPUC.

 Improvements to individual crossings—At Lewelling Boulevard, the proximity to a high school indicate
the likelihood of high pedestrian volumes at this location. One potential solution to consider is installing
pedestrian gates at this crossing location to specifically alert and deter pedestrians from using the
crossing when a train is approaching. Additionally, the ADT at Lewelling Boulevard is nearly 25,000
vehicles per day. As development occurs in this corridor, the ADT at Lewelling Boulevard may increase
to levels warranting the consideration of a grade separation in the future.

6.4 Funding Programs for Crossings 

Once treatments are sufficiently scoped, two long-standing programs at the State level are available for 
implementing crossing improvements and grade separations. This section describes the Section 130 
program for crossing safety projects and the Section 190 program for grade separations, and it concludes 
with a description of other funding opportunities that are not particular to grade crossings but can be applied 
to these types of projects.  

6.4.1 Section 130 Funding Program Process 

The FHWA’s Railway-Highway Crossings (Section 130) Program funds the elimination of hazards at railway-
highway grade crossings. The Program was started in 1987 and the annual set-aside was continued in the 
2015 Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) for railway-highway crossing improvements 
under 23 USC 130(e), and the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) apportionment is used to set-
aside funds. The annual set-aside for FY2018 is $235 million and it increases to $245 million in FY2020. The 
funds are apportioned to States by formula and Section 130 projects are funded at a 90 percent Federal 
share. Railroads are not required to fund any portion of projects in this program. States are required to use 
data-driven processes for managing their Rail-Highway Crossing Programs that consider the relative risk of 
public railway-highway grade crossings based on a hazard index formula, include onsite inspection, and 
emphasize standard signing and markings at all public crossings.45 

According to the FHWA Grade Crossing Handbook, Section 130 funds may be used for the following types of 
railroad grade crossing safety improvement projects:  

45 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/hsip/xings/ 
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 Elimination of crossings by construction of new grade separations, relocation of highways, relocation of
roadways, relocation of railroads, and crossing closures without other construction.

 Reconstruction of existing grade separations.

 Crossing improvement by installation of standard signs and pavement markings, installation of STOP
signs, installation or replacement of active traffic control devices, including track circuit improvements
and interconnection with highway intersection traffic signals, crossing illumination, crossing surface
improvements, and general site improvements. 

Section 130 funding is not available for improvements solely required to establish a Quiet Zone. The FRA 
has developed the Grade Dec software that can be used to test whether grade separations are warranted or 
whether at-grade safety treatments would be more cost effective.46 Grade Dec is an online tool which can 
evaluate warning device upgrades, grade separations, and closure projects, including multicrossing rail 
corridor programs. 

Specific to California are CPUC guidelines which exclude from Section 130 funding the following: grade 
separation structures and projects that involve significant relocation or realignment of roads or railroad 
tracks. 47 The Section 130 Program in California is administered cooperatively between the Federal Highway 
Administration, the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), the California Public utilities 
Commission (CPUC), railroad companies, and local agencies. According to the CPUC Railroad Crossing 
Section 130 Funding Program, the process for selecting crossings and improvements includes the following 
steps:  

 Crossings are selected by CPUC staff for consideration on the funding list based on their hazard
potential. The initial identification is conducted utilizing available data sources and considers accident
history and trends, vehicle and train volumes, pedestrian issues, and crossing geometry.

 CPUC staff then reviews each identified crossing, identifies which crossings are considered for
Section 130 Program funds based on Federal program requirements and eligibility criteria, and
determines if there are improvements which can be made to reduce hazards that are covered by the
Section 130 Program.

 Representatives from the railroad company(s), local agency(s), Caltrans, and the CPUC staff conduct an
in-depth field diagnostic review of each crossing that will be considered for Section 130 Program funds.

 Crossings are ranked by CPUC staff based on factors including potential reduction in accidents;
pedestrian, bus, and hazardous material vehicle usage; and an accident prediction formula.

 The final priority list is created by CPUC staff based on the highest-ranking crossings. CPUC staff
annually updates the priority list of projects to Caltrans. Caltrans is responsible for securing funding
oversight, and developing the contracts.

46 http://gradedec.fra.dot.gov/. 

47 California Public Utilities Commission Rail Crossings and Engineering Branch. “Railroad Crossing Section 130 Funding 
Program.” July 2013. 
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For each project on the final priority list, a project review form must be completed. It must be submitted by 
the lead agency to the CPUC and Caltrans. The form includes sections describing grade crossing and 
contact information for lead agency and railroad, a railroad crossing inventory, supplemental field data, crash 
history, Section 130 data, and a warning device review. The form also includes a summary description of 
existing conditions, recommended configuration, justification for recommendation, and any additional staff 
comments or notes. 

The railroad crossing inventory that will be completed as part of the project review form includes details on 
the following six categories: 1) warning devices, 2) physical characteristics, 3) traffic, 4) trains, 5) signs and 
markings, and 6) signals. Table 6.5 describes the data required for each of these categories.  

Table 6.5 Key Information Required for Railroad Crossing Inventory Form 

Rail Crossing Category Key Information Required 

Warning devices Standard crossing warning devices, pedestrian crossing warning devices, power 
out indicator, remote monitoring, vehicle-detection devices, photo enforcement 
equipment, track circuitry. 

Physical Number of main tracks, width along track, road-track angle, approach lanes, 
presence of sidewalk, track surface, road surface, type of median, nearest 
intersecting highway. 

Traffic Road ADT, ADT count year, road functional classification, posted speed limit, 
nearby land use, highway designations. 

Trains Number of freight (through) trains, number of passenger trains, train speeds, train 
operating hours. 

Signs and Markings Advanced warnings signs, regulatory and other signs, location of stop bar, location 
of RXR sign, illumination, commercial power. 

Signals Traffic control devices on roadways, hold phases, type of interconnection or 
preemption of signals. 

 

After the project review form is completed and agreed upon by all agencies, the project can move to the 
contracting phase with Caltrans. Then, a CPUC General Order (GO) 88-B request must be filed by the 
railroad company or local agency and approved by CPUC staff before construction begins.48 Within thirty 
days of completing the project, a standard CPUC Form G (report of Changes at Highway Grade Crossing 
and Separations) must be submitted by the railroad company or local agency to the CPUC’s Rail Crossing 
Engineering Section staff with a copy to Caltrans.49 The timeline for this process is summarized in Table 6.6. 

Table 6.6 Typical Annual CPUC Process Timeline to Identify Priority Crossings 

Month Step in Process 

September Identify candidate locations 

October–December Evaluate candidate locations 

January Prioritize nominations and identify field diagnostic locations 

January–April Conduct field diagnostic reviews 

                                                                  

48 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/published/General_order/33542.htm. 

49 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=2878. 
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Month Step in Process 

April Draft priority list 

April–July Develop projects for each location to be funded 

August Finalize and submit priority list and projects to Caltrans 

6.4.2 Grade Separation (Section 190) Program 

The Section 190 Grade Separation Program is a Statewide competitive grant program jointly administered by 
the CPUC and Caltrans that provides funding, $15 million each year, to local agencies for the construction of 
grade separation projects. The Grade Separation Program’s intent is to improve safety and expedite the 
movement of vehicles by replacing at-grade highway-rail crossings with grade-separated crossings.50 The 
annual funding of $15 million is distributed among three or four projects each year. Eligible projects include 
the alteration or reconstruction of existing separations and the construction of new grade separations to 
eliminate existing grade crossings. Caltrans may allocate funding for up to 80 percent of the estimated cost 
of the project.  However, the railroad must agree to contribute 10 percent of the cost of the project or 
allocation of Section 190 funds cannot be made. A project may qualify for up to a maximum of $20 million of 
Section 190 funding over a period of multiple years not to exceed five years. Typical projects receive $5 
million; however, the project ranked number one on the priority list may receive an allocation of up to $15 
million.51 

Local agencies submit potential projects to the CPUC. These agencies must be ready to share in the 
project’s cost, and applicants are required to attend the formal public hearings and provide testimony in 
support of their proposals. Potential projects must also have all environmental documents and final 
construction plans complete, and projects must have received authority to construct the project. This is 
accomplished through a separate application process which can be found online.52 The remainder of the 
project cost funding must be procured, and a certified resolution attesting to each funding source must be 
included in the application. It is recommended that if there is a possibility that a grade separation may be 
able to meet these requirements within two years of its nomination, then the local agency should apply for 
funding through the Section 190 Program.53 

For each nominated project, the CPUC develops a priority index number based on established criteria. This 
index number is used to determine the priority of projects nominated for separation or alteration using a 
formula that includes vehicular and train volumes at crossings, project costs, accident history, sightlines at 
crossing approaches, the angle of the tracks to the roadway, traffic delays at the crossing, and other relevant 
factors. The formula for crossings nominated for grade separation or elimination is: 

                                                                  

50 http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/rail/guide_sect_190.htm 

51 California Public Utilities Commission Rail Crossings and Engineering Branch. “Section 190 Grade Separation 
Program.” August 2017. 

52 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/crossings/. 

53 California Public Utilities Commission Rail Crossings and Engineering Branch. “Section 190 Grade Separation 
Program.” August 2017. 
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Priority Index Number = Special Conditions Factor + [ADT * (Daily freight or commuter trains + 0.1 * Daily 
Light Rail Train Traffic) * (Number of historical accidents + 1)] / Project Cost to Fund 

The special conditions factor accounts for items such as sightlines and approach angles which are not easily 
quantified. The project on the list with the highest priority has first claim to the available funds, but the project 
must meet the requirements detailed above, and the allocation is limited by the annual funding cap. 
Allocation continues with the next project in the ranking that meets the requirements, and so on, until the 
fiscal year’s funds are exhausted. The priority project list is dynamic and projects may change in ranking 
from one year to the next.54 

Local agencies with projects on the priority list must submit requests to Caltrans for funding allocation. 
Caltrans and the local agencies enters into funding agreements for reimbursement of the construction cost 
for the grade separation. The CPUC Rail Crossing and Engineering Branch reviews grade separation 
projects for safe design, including connections and alteration of the remaining at-grade infrastructure.55 
Projects must be built to accommodate two tracks at locations that currently are single track, if it is 
determined that the project is on an existing or potential major railroad passenger corridor.56 

Applications for funding must be received by Caltrans by April 1st of each year. The CPUC is required to 
establish the priority project list and furnish it to the California Transportation Commission by July 1st of each 
year.57 CPUC publishes the list for the first year by issuing an interim decision, and then revises the list for 
the second year by deleting projects for which funds were actually allocated in the first year. In the second 
year of the proceeding, the CPUC adopts the revised list by final decision, and in the following year begins 
the funding cycle again by instituting a new proceeding.58 

6.4.3 General Funding for Crossings 

State, regional, and local opportunities for funding grade crossings exist through a number of programs, such 
as corridor funding programs, intercity rail funding, and goods movement funding programs. Federal funding 
is also available to nationally competitive projects through discretionary grant awards.  

Besides Section 130 and Section 190 funding, the state also administers funding from the State Road Repair 
and Accountability Act (SB1) gas tax revenues, Cap and Trade, and pre-SB1 gas tax programs such as the 
State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). SB1 programs that could fund grade crossing projects 
and Quiet Zones include the Trade Corridor Enhancement Program (TCEP) and Solutions for Congested 
Corridors (SCCP). Annually, TCEP and SCCP are anticipated to provide approximately $300 million and 
$250 million, respectively, for transportation improvements. The California Transportation Commission (CTC) 
will allocate TCEP funds to projects that generally improve conditions for the state’s freight system, including 
freight rail, or to projects that reduce community impacts of the freight system. SCCP funds will be directed to 

54 California Public Utilities Commission Rail Crossings and Engineering Branch. “Section 190 Grade Separation 
Program.” August 2017. 

55 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=2180. 

56 http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/rail/guide_sect_190.htm. 

57 Decision Establishing the California Grade Separation Fund Priority List for Fiscal Year 2017-2018. Decision 17-06-
023 June 29, 2017 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M191/K561/191561125.PDF 

58 California Public Utilities Commission Rail Crossings and Engineering Branch. “Section 190 Grade Separation 
Program.” August 2017. 
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projects that reduce congestion through providing transportation choices while contributing to neighborhood 
enhancement.  

Additionally, Caltrans and CalSTA jointly administer the Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP), 
which was created as part of the state’s Cap and Trade program. TIRCP provides funding to intercity rail 
operators with the goals of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, improving rail service, integrating rail 
service among operators, and improving safety. Capitol Corridor and ACE are both eligible recipients that 
could request grade crossing upgrades in coordination with local jurisdictions and UPRR.  

On the federal level, the US Department of Transportation (DOT) administers several competitive grant 
programs that could fund grade crossing projects. These include the Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage 
Development (BUILD) grant program, which replaces the Transportation Investment Generating Economic 
Recovery (TIGER) program, and the Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) grant program. Both of 
these programs have funded grade crossing projects in the past, particularly grade separations, and are 
highly competitive. Additionally, the FRA periodically releases grant programs for grade crossings such as 
the Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety Improvements (CRISI) and the Restoration and 
Enhancements grant programs.  

Transportation funding at the local and regional level is typically used as a local match for state and federal 
grants or to fund pre-construction phases such as feasibility and environmental analyses. For grade crossing 
projects in Alameda County, the transportation sales tax, Measure BB, includes approximately $350 million 
for projects that would improve freight, support economic development, or improve rail corridors. Bay Area 
voters also recently passed a new bridge toll increase, Regional Measure 3, which includes approximately 
$380 million for goods movement projects and improvements for Capitol Corridor, among other categories 
for which grade crossing projects may be eligible. In addition to these county and regional sources, local 
jurisdictions have funding via both Measure BB and SB1 that is under direct local control and can be used to 
fund initial phases of project development in order to get projects ready for competitive county, regional and 
state programs. 
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